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13 Class Days Remain!

The drinks are on FUSA!
Long-awaited coffeehouse underway
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
FUSA may have found a
solution to the rapid decline of
student's social life on campus—
"The Levy", a 3,500 square foot,
$400,000 Student Pavilion.
Tentatively referred to as the
coffeehouse, it will provide a
kitchen area, a bar for students
over 21, tables and booths outside
the food and beverage section, a
lounge area, and a dance floor.
Additionally, the coffeehouse will
provide music, movies, cable
television, and a place where
students can socialize on campus
every day.
Mark Resnick '94, FUSA
President 1993-94, Alycen
McAuley '94, Chairperson, FUSA
Research & Development, and
Karen O'Connor '97, Research &
Development Committee Member,
prepared the proposal and
presented it to the Board of Trustees
on March 4th.
Construction on the
newly-approved coffeehouse will
hopefully begin this summer, says
Alycen McAuley, and it may be

open as soon as September. Actual
schedules of building are still
awaiting approval by the board.
Resnick feels the
coffeehouse has been "long
overdue. People have been talking
about it for years. This is something
that will be important not just to
students here now, but will affect
the quality of life on campus for
the next 30 years."
The proposal presented to
the Board of Trustees cited the
persistent complaints of "the lack
of a place for students to
comfortably and consistently
socialize on campus." In the
absence of a suitable place on
campus, most students have found
an alternative in local bars and
beach parties. Efforts to try to
improve social life and keep it on
campus included revising the RA
position to provide more activities,
the installation of Cable in dorm
rooms and townhouses, and the
renovation of the Stag-Her Inn.
When these efforts proved
unsuccessful, and students still
complained about the quality of
the social life, the report stated "it
was clear that something more

needed to be done." With the
construction of the new
coffeehouse, FUSA hopes to have
found the solution.
571
surveys were
distributed randomly to students in
the Townhouses, Dolan, Seller's,
the Mezzanine, and the Stag-Her,
according to Resnick. Of the
students surveyed, the response
supporting a student pavilion to
raise quality of life at Fairfield was
"overwhelming," said Resnick.
92% were in favor of building a
facility to provide an on-campus
community for students as an
alternative to the growing
populations at the beach and bars
in town.
One Freshman, quoted in
the proposal, stressed the
importance of making the
coffeehouse outlined in the survey
a reality. "Make this survey
actually happen. You can talk about
a new facility for the next four
years and until I'm gone, but what
will it do for me? In order to
improve our campus we should try
to finish what we start and don't
just talk about it."
The coffeehouse, the

permanent name of which will be
chosen through the input of
Fairfield
students,
will
accommodate approximately 150
people, 300 without the chairs and
tables. This makes the one-level
facility "slightly larger than the
Stag-Her Inn," according to
Resnick. While it will not be
student-owned, he says, the facility
will be operated for and by the
students.
FUSA tentatively named
the facility The Levy, after the Don
McLean's song "American Pie,"
rumored to have links to the beach
house at Fairfield of the same name.
It is thought that McLean once
took classes at Fairfield University.
However, the name is only
temporary until surveys are sent to
students.
"Right now we're
referring to it as The Levy, but
we're not going to say it is the top
choice," says McAuley. "I'd love
to see creative names suggested
for it. People have great ideas if
they'd only let us know."
McAuley feels that the
new pavilion will create a draw not
only for students applying to the

university, but will result in less
students transferring out after their
freshman year. "I think it will be a
tremendous draw for those coming
in, but even more for those
transferring out.
Students,
particularly freshmen, feel there is
not enough for them to do on
campus, and the activities that are
offered are not geared to what they
want to do. We hope the pavilion
represents lots more of what they
are looking for."
Resnick wants students to
know that the facility is there for
them to use and enjoy, while giving
them more of an opportunity to
socialize on campus. "I hope
students feel this is their one place
on campus. I don't think there is
any one place on campus now that
they can call their own," he says,
adding "People have been asking
where a place for them is. I hope
this can answer their question."
Students are looking
forward to the new addition as
much as Resnick and McAuley.
"It's about time students had a
place they could hang out on
campus," says
Elizabeth
Donoghue, '97.

Pilkerton sworn in as FUSA president
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
Before a crowd of family,
friends, and past, present, and
future FUSA cabinet members,
Chris Pilkerton was inaugurated
last week as President of the
Fairfield University Student
Association.
Following an emotional
farewell, former FUSA president
Mark Resnick passed the gavel on
to Pilkerton. James Cafferty, Chief
Justice of the Student Court for
1993-94, then swore Pilkerton and
his five appointed Vice Presidents
into office.
In his first address as
President, Pilkerton thanked
everyone present at the
inauguration for their support. He
went on to thank Mark Resnick for
the work he has done for FUSA in
the past year.
University President Fr.
Aloysius P. Kelley, who had
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Student Court Chief Justice James Cafferty swears in
Chris Pilkerton at last week's inauguration.
Photo: C. Whelan
Pilkerton is looking
opened the ceremonies with a
prayer, congratulated Chris forward to the next year as an
Pilkerton and stressed confidence important one for FUSA and for
in his abilities to be an instrumental the University.
"I'm very confident about
part of the Student Association's
upcoming year.
He also it. I've gotten a real positive attitude
acknowledged Mark Resnick's from students," he remarked,
achievements as FUSA President adding, "The groundwork for
over the past year.
FUSA is being built. Now's the
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time to take it back."
Steps are already being
taken to improve the quality and
conditions of student life. The first
issue he is taking on as President is
seeking to change the problems
with parking availability on
campus.
"I'm working closely
with Security on parking. Lots of
people have had lots of different
feelings about the parking
problems on campus. It really
needs to be addressed."
In addition to the parking
issue, he said, "We are in the midst
of building the Cabinet. I want to
get everyone set in the Cabinet,
and create relationships between
the Cabinet and the Senate."
Mark Resnick is certain
that Pilkerton will move FUSA
ahead in the next year.
"I'm very confident in
Chris," he said, "I think it's going
to be a good year for FUSA and for
the cabinet. They're going to have

fr

to work very hard, but he has a
great support staff. There's a lot of
enthusiasm there."
Pilkerton's efforts in the
next year will focus on getting the
students involved in the decisions
that FUSA makes. He stresses
that, "the most important area in
the next year is giving the
association back to the students. I
want what they have to say to be
the final word. We need to get
more students involved."
Resnick has confidence
that FUSA's planned efforts to
bring in more student involvement
will be successful. "
It's great that FUSA
wants to go after the students.
There's so much more that could
get done on campus, and we're
nothing without the students."
Pilkerton will work over
the summer to form a General
Committee for FUSA, outside of
the cabinet, to "get all students
involved and active in FUSA."
%
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Campus Beat
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
* A piece of electronic equipment was reported missing from the Ground Floor of Bannow on
March 31st. The incident was reported as a burglary and is under investigation by Security.
* A theft of electronic equipment was reported from the Quick Center on March 31st. Security is
investigating the theft, which is said to be unrelated to the similar incident in Bannow on the same day.
* Vandalism to a window in Jogues Hall was reported to Security on Monday, April 4th.
that day, Security returned to Jogues to investigate complaints of a stolen bicycle.

Later

* Security assisted Fairfield Police in responding to a 911 call from a residence hall room. The call
was found to have been placed as a joke. While investigating, Security confiscated an altered driver's license
from the student's room. The student is now undergoing the University Judicial process.
* Security received reports of a vandalism to the front doors of Alumni Hall on Wednesday, April
6th. A carpenter was called in to repair the damage.
* An individual was found trying to get into the university mainframe using an illegal terminal on
April 6th. The incident is under investigation by Security.
* Security received reports of a student tampering with fire alarm equipment in a residence hall on
April 7th. A smoke detector was pulled down by a student. That individual is currently undergoing the
University Judicial Process.
* A dumpster at the playhouse, which is undergoing renovation, was set on fire on April 10th. A
car was seen pulling away from the scene. The individual is not thought to be a student. Security is working
with the town Fire Marshall to investigate the incident and possible suspects.

Campus Crier
The "Young Artists from Connecticut Public Schools" open
an exhibition tonight, Thursday, April 14, at 7pm in the Lukacs
Gallery in Loyola Hall.
FUSA Films presents "The Pelican Brief this weekend in
Gonzaga Auditorium. Showtimes are 8pm Friday and Saturday
nights, and 7 & 9:30pm on Sunday night. Tickets are $2.
The Fairfield University Glee Club performs its Spring
Concert, "Hooked on Classics," Saturday night, April 16th, at 8pm in
the Quick Center.
Come hear the Fairfield University Jazz Ensemble's Spring
Concert on Tuesday night, April 19th, at 8pm in the Quick Center.
Theatre Fairfield's 1994 production of "Premieres" opens Wednesday night, April 20th. "Premieres"
will show through Sunday, April 24th in the Quick Center. Showtimes are 8pm Wednesday through
Sunday.
On Wednesday, April 27th, the Friends of Nyselius Library will hold its first annual forum.
Connecticut Health Care in the 21 st Century: A Prognosis, will take place at 7:30pm at the School of Nursing
Auditorium. For ticketing information please call 254-4044 ext. 2648.
The Student Nurses Association will present a lecture entitled "Alternative Health Care" on
Monday, April 18th at 8pm in the Nursing Auditorium. For more information contact Sarah Foley at 2545541.
Class of 1997! Alumni office needs volunteers for Reunion, June 10-12. Don't miss this great
resume-builder and awesome time on campus with your friends this summer. Call 254-4280, ask for
Shireen and sign up!

Classifieds
1 airfield Alumnae seeks immediate child care help ASAP! Through end of semester. Female
ion-smoker who is a junior or senior... MUST drive and have references. Mon, Wed, Fri, 12-5pm.
Dpportunity to work summer hours also. Call 259-9952.
DRIVERS WANTED: STUDENTS, RETIREES, TO SELL GOOD HUMOR ICE CREAM.
WORK OUTDOORS THIS SUMMER. BE YOUR OWN BOSS. ROUTES AVAILABLE IN YOUR
<\REA. EARN $650.00 TO $950.00 WEEKLY. MALE OR FEMALE. APPLY NOW. CALL MON-SAT
?AM TO 3PM ONLY. 203-366-2641.
Interested in Marketing/Advertising? Interested in extra CASH? Please call Tami or Lisa for part
ime assignments. 1 -800-233-7751.
Help Wanted: SUMMER NANNY. Darien Family seeks energetic, intelligent, non-smoker to care
or three well-behaved children this summer, aged 5,4 1/2, and 6 months. Mom is home full time,but needs
in extra hand! Full time. Live-in position. Experience and references a must. Call 203-656-0754.
r

BARTENDERS/WAITRESSES/DOORMEN WANTED. Boppers of Stamford is now hiring all
xisitions! Must be ENERGETIC, ENTHUSIASTIC, AND RELIABLE! Call Peter at 357-0300.
Help Wanted! Fairfield Dairy Queen. Flexible hours. Apply,in person.. .1902 Post Road.

Cheers

to the Hunger Cleanup crew—
thanks for the card! You are
awesome!..to Z season..to priceless
prime rib in the Jogues phone
booth..to having someone you can
be vulnerable in front of..to having
friends who defend you when you
can't do it for yourself., to sexy
Gandhi..to looking for a few good
men..to parachuting teddy bears, .to
Bingo in the Stag-Her..to
birthdays..to drinks at Uno's..to
the Grape..to using guys..to feeling
Janis..to liking cute blond guys
from a distance..to Rizzo, Gringe,
Otis, and Chicago..to having
Anoff.to Touch of Grey..to bald
lax players..to the Rock House..to
a bald lector..to I think you might
have to use the Heimlich..to
Sierrasum.to nice weather..to
getting "play" on the library floor
between aisles..to the Senior
Retreat., to finding a building even
more confusing than Dolam.to
angels..to finding someone who
actually likes your laugh..to
learning how to play set-back..to
conversations..to a happy Easter
break..to the House of Elegance
and the bunting ladies..to
Wednesday nights with awesome
friends..to email friends..to cut
man,chachacha&Congaluche..to
stir fry, tarot cards, and free ice
cream cones at Ben & Jerry's..to
people who get random phone calls
every night..to internships that
make you feel needed..to people
who read boat schedules
incorrectly..to garlic kisses,
heavenly strawberry shortcake, and
smelling like garlic for three
days..to cute boyfriends who nurse
the sick & dying..

Boos

to sudden moments of humility..to
rain..to the weather interfering with
a good song on the radio..to bad
hair days..to being pushed off the
chairlifts..to being towed from the
beach..to being punched in the
groin..to answering machines that
fall on your head..to excuse me,
can you pull over when you get a
chance?..to puke on the window..to
altitude..to caramel brownies that
don't rise..to fried bangs at the
FishbowLto guys in shorts and
loafers..to one word answers..to
shy freaks..to guys who spy on
you..to guys who pee in the
Grape..to tools who scream, "Don't
do IT.". .to no e-ing. .to touchy feely
Mexicans..to North Carolina
sororities..to eating alone..to
having a constant headache..to
stupid people..to cheesy Mexican
bartenders..to typhoons in
Cancun..to taking a digger off a 4
foot bar..to Montezuma's
revenge..to passing out at 8:30pm
in Cancun..to being denied a
hookup by Security..to being
caught in the act by Security..to
blockhead whocombs his hair from
ear to ear..to guys who expect
dinner..to wet toilet paper in your
pocket..to leather face..to rat
boy..to Keds, to FU guys at
Sierrasun..to a sunburned butt..to
rain..to El Caminos..to Fairfield
cops..to difficult choices..to peach
colored dresses that don't fit..to
undercooked pizza..to not getting
an interview..to men who refuse to
post the list, no matter how nicely
we ask..to forsythia bushes..to
ancientprophecies..to
philosophical discussions about
heaven..

SENIORS:
Send in your submissions
for the Senior Edition—
superlatives, photos, senior
prophecies, quotes,
memories in general.,.
Put your name and box # on
the back of all photos, and
identify everyone in the
picture. Photos will be
returned.
Send all material to
Christine, Box AA.
Deadline for submissions is
^
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Holocaust service
calls for awareness
;

Jen Oneglia
Staff Writer

Imagine yourself as a
young child living in Germany
during Hitler's reign. One day,
you go next door to play with your
best friend. Her mother answers
the door, and with tears in her eyes,
tells you that you cannot play with
your best friend anymore and that
you are no longer welcome at her
house.
In an attempt to
personalize the Holocaust, Robert
Leikind told this true story about
his mother last Thursday during a
service commemorating National
Holocaust Remembrance Day.
The
service
was
sponsored by Campus Ministry,
the office of the Academic Vice
President, and the Jewish Forum.
Organizers included Rev. David
Jordan-Haas and Rev. Joseph
Schad, S.J., members of Campus
Ministry, and Dr. James Farnham,
a coordinator of the Jewish Forum.
Speakers Robert Leikind,
Connecticut Regional Director of
the Anti-Defamation League, and
Rabbi Herbert Brockman of
Congregation Mishkan Israel
Synagogue in Hamden talked about
the obligation people have to keep
the memory of the Holocaust alive.
"We have a 'call to
remember' the Holocaust," Mr.
Leikind said. "Hitlerdidn't appear,
he evolved. We must never allow

Last February, members
of the Fairfield Student
Environmental
Association
attended the Campus Earth Summit
at Yale University. At this
conference, Yale shared methods
of environmental conservation
with the schools in attendance.
These methods were summed up
in a document called the Campus
Blueprint For A Sustainable Future,
This event inspired Fairfield
members to organize a campaign
of environmental conservation in
colleges throughout the state of
Connecticut.
The SEA is now planning
an Environmental Conference for
the Fall of 1994. This conference
will take place here at Fairfield

Honors program
travels to Baltimore
Kurt Hackbarth
Honors Program Representative

our own moral climate to
deteriorate so much that we cannot
tell the difference between good
and evil."
Cantor Donna Goldstein
of Community Synagogue in Rye,
N.Y., led the musical part of the
service, which consisted of several
Jewish prayer songs sung in
English.
Cantor Goldstein also led
the congregation in the recitation
of the "Mourner's Kaddish," a
funeral prayer in which
concentration camps are named in
memory of Holocaust victims.
A candle-lighting ritual
also took place during the service.
Members of the congregation took
turns lighting seventeen candles
that represented the different World
War II camps where Jews were
held. As each candle was lit, the

lighter said the name of a camp.
"It's great that Fairfield
is doing things like this to raise
awareness of other religions and
cultures," Belinda Schwart, '94,
said. "However, there were very
few students there compared to the
number of faculty and community
members. I think that Fairfield
still needs to work on increasing
it's students' awareness of other
religions."
The service concluded
with a blessing and the sharing of
Shalom, a Hebrew farewell.
"I feel that the Holocaust
Remembrance service is one of the
most important inter-faith events
this year, especially because the
University is committing itself
more than ever to cultural and
religious diversity," said Rev.
Jordan-Haas.

SEA plans conference for Fall
Vanessa Lops
Staff Writer

Thursday, April 14, 1994/

University and will include
representatives from twenty to
thirty schools in Connecticut. The
conference will be a day long
gathering during which there will
be many guest speakers and
environmental workshops.
The goal of the
conference is to share information
and ideas between schools and to
launch a state-wide coalition
dedicated to environmental safety.
"What we want to do," said SEA
President Mark Mahoney, "is form
a Connecticut state universal
collegiate agenda by unifying
environmental
collegiate
movements."
The Yale document will
be one of many guides to run the
workshops at the conference. The
Campus Blueprint For A
Sustainable Future discusses ideas

of expanding environmental
practices and establishing agencies
to ensure campus environmental
safety in the future."We've
outlined the ideas, some from the
Yale document and some of our
own. Now, we want to take it one
step further and actually implement
them," said Lisa Piastuch, Chair of
SEA.
This conference will be
very important for college
environmental movements because
it will unite an entire state of Student
Environmental Associations. Their
efforts will prove to be more
productive working together as a
strong, united coalition, rather than
as separate, small groups. If the
Connecticut
Coalition
is
successful, it will serve as an
example for future state coalitions
across the country.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Nine students and two professors from FairfieldUniversity's
Honors Program traveled to Baltimore this past weekend, April 810, to attend the 23rd Annual Conference of the Northeast Region of
the National Honors Council.
The theme of the threeday conference, staged at Baltimore's
Omni Hotel, was "Nurturing and Nourishing the Spirit," and provided
a forum for schools throughout the northeast to share the talents,
work, and opinions they have cultivated in their respective Honors
Programs.
This was accomplished through a keynote address by the
Chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities, Sheldon
Hackney, as well as various artistic presentations, workshops, and
theme groups which explored different parts of the city.
Fairfield boasted one of the larger attendances of schools at
the conference, which included Farleigh Dickenson University,
Loyola College, Drexel University, LaSalle University, and the
Universities of Maryland and Maine.
Students from two different years of our Honors Program
participated, including Caroline Lenox, Shelagh Scollin, and Helen
Shaw from the Class of '95, and John Berger, Steve Borla, Kurt
Hackbarth, Elizabeth Hughes, Mark Potter, and Gus Sentementes
from the Class of'96.
Also in attendance were Dr. Paul Lakeland, Director of the
Honors Program and Professor of Religious Studies, and Dr. David
Schmidt, a professor of Business Ethics and Religious Studies as
well as an Honors course last semester.
"It made me realize how unique our Honors Program is,
and how much it works for the growth of the student," said John
Berger.
Added Helen Shaw, "I found it interesting to learn
about the different types of Honors Programs other schools have. It
was a valuable experience to discuss these differences which allowed
us to evaluate our own program with a wider perspective."
Furthering this goal were artistic presentations on the
subjects of multiculturalism, the power of music, poetry, and
Shakespeare. Saturday's workshops included presentationsas diverse
as "Ethics in Science," "Celebrating Unity and Diversity on the
College Campus," "Exploring Spirituality," "Politics and Poetry,"
and "The Philosophical Spirit of George Berkeley".
As representatives of the only Jesuit University in
attendance, Fairfield students presented their own workshop entitled
"The Spirit of Critical Inquiry at the Religiously-Affiliated College."
The presentation, including student presentations and a
roundtable discussion, discussed how the development of critical
thinking skills in Honors classes encourages students, many of
whom coming from a Catholic tradition, to question the fundamental
assumptions that have shaped their lives and worldviews.
On Saturday afternoon, the entire conference broke down
into chosen theme groups to explore different parts of Baltimore,
from an Orioles game at Camden Yards to breweries, the aquarium,
and a study of the city's urban planning which has protected certain
neighborhoods at the expense of others. Also on the agenda was a
student reception.
In his keynote address on Friday night, Dr. Hackney said,
"We have to stop using being human as an excuse and instead
celebrate its existence and potential." The conference succeeded in
doing that quite well, and what was learned will hopefully serve to
improve our Honors Program and the entire University community.
i.
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The Mirror is
looking for
students who
are interested
in Accounting
& Advertising
positions.
Please reply to
Box AA.
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Tim McDevitt
Politics Major
Class of 1992
District Manager

The Fairfield Mirror

ARE YOUR UP TO THE
PBI

Kelly Halfpenny
English Major
Class of 1993
District Manager

wJm ^

CHALLENGE?
Brian Michaud
Marketing Major
Class of 1989
District Manager

Claudia Jimengz
Marketing Major
Class of 1993
District Manager

PICTURE YOURSELF HERE.
Mike Steed
Marketing Major
Class of 1987
Regional Sales Manager

WHO IS ADP?
ADP is one of the largest independent
companies in the United States. Dedicated to providing computerized transaction processing, data communications and information services. The
oldest and largest core business within
ADP is Employer Services (ES),
founded in 1949. ES still supports its
foundation of offering employers a
reliable means of processing payroll for
less than it would cost them on their
own. ES represents over one billion of
ADP's two point two billion dollars of
revenues.

Lee Ann McNeil
Marketing Major
Class of 1993
District Manager

WHAT DOES THIS
MEAN TO ME?
With a track record like that, there
aren't many companies that can
teach you as much about success or
how to achieve it. As an ADP representative you'll have the confidence
of financial security as well as vertical opportunities. You'll have the
respect of your industry as well as
your clients, prospects, associates,
and peers. We will prepare you not
only for the ADP challenge, but any
future endeavors.

ADP has earned top ranking from such
respected magazines as 'Fortune' and
'Forbes'. Our financial stability is legendary, standing as the only existing
corporation to record 130 consecutive
quarters (33 years) of double digit
growth in earnings per share.

WHAT POSITIONS ARE
AVAILABLE?
Since our hiring process is ongoing in
most parts of the U.S., competition is
tough and we select dnly theJb©st.
We're looking for exceptionally motivated and talented people.
Our compensation package will include salary and commission with first
year, average earnings of $31,000.00.
Excellent fringes include auto expense,
life, medial and dental insurance, stock
purchase, stock options, pension
plans and more.
NOTE: Upcoming Seniors, ask about
our Fall Internships.
If you're up to THE CHALLENGE call
Mike Steed ('87) at 203-783-3000.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT

The Fairfield Mirror

Features
Come out of the closet
and support your peers

Thursday, April 14, 1994/

State of
the
Campus
Address
Christopher Pilkerton
FUSA President
Christine Folchi, editor of The Mirror, has given me
the opportunity to write a column every so often in an effort
to help me, as FUSA President, to voice my opinions and
perceptions of Fairfield University to you, the student body. I
welcome any feedback because my main purpose is threefold:
to inform the student body of any current situations on campus
that you may not be aware of, find out what you want, and to
find the best method for meeting your needs. I'd like to thank
the staff of The Mirror for inviting me to contribute to their
newspaper and I hope that all of you will take away something
from my articles.
As I sit here in my home in Maryland over Spring
Break, I am reminded of what brought me to Fairfield. I am
reminded of what has inspired me to take an active role in our
University. That something is my family. There are many
roles that family members play. There are those who motivate,
those who take action, and those who take no action at all.
All too often, I have heard criticism of this student
body for taking no action at all, and this is not the case. We
have been tagged as a party school by various publications,
some more prestigious than others. Whatever validity these
stories have, they are missing the goal of this institution and
the students that attend it. We,a s a community, want to create
the best possible environment for the growth of our intellects
as we mature into adulthood. There is a definite feeling of
excitement on this campus and there is a giant opportunity
before us. I have spoken to students and members of the
faculty and administration from our Fairfield University
community and the response is very similar, "Take It Back."
There is no doubt that our University is changing and
moving forward. What better time to become a part of this
challenge? Of all the things that we, as students, have been
involved with, now is our time to claim ownership and
facilitate the motivation of and our dedication to Fairfield
University.
Apathy is a trait too often labeled to this student
body, and pride is an attribute too often overlooked. We have
just acquired a school of engineering, our women's soccer
team won the 1993-4 MAAC championship, our women's
basketball team displayed exceptional ability barely falling
short of that same feat, we are sending Mission Volunteers to
all parts of the world, and we are established as an academically
competitive university.
There is only one thing that can keep this fire going
and make it burn brighter, and that is us, the students. Be
excited about what is happening around us and what is to
come. Better yet, inject yourself into this university. Give
yourself the actual opportunity to look back after you have
graduated, and say, "I did that," even if nobody knows about
it but you. It will be a great feeling, giving back something to
a place that will have given you so much.
I see Fairfield University as the family that I related
to earlier. Members of a family are not always noted for their
accomplishments. Often, they are not seen at all. But that one
member knows that without the steps that he or she took to
keep it together, it would have merely broken apart. Do not
just keep this family together, keep it looking forward so that
when we do look back, all we have are fond memories of hope,
determination and the success that we all share.

Thomas Gegeny
Contributing Writer
The Department of
Student Services in cooperation
with GLBA—the Gay, Lesbian,
and Bisexual Alliance at Fairfield
University will be sponsoring an
Awareness Day next Wednesday,
April 20, 1994.
The purpose of such a day
is to give university members the
opportunity to support their
homosexual and bisexual friends,
family, peers, professors, and
colleagues and to acknowledge the
human rights that they are entitled
to, which in many cases are violated
simply because of who they are.
To show support students, staff,
faculty, and administration are
asked to wear jeans. This "Gay
Jeans Day" has been held
successfully at colleges and
universities across the country. In

addition, a table will be set up in
the Campus Center lobby which
will contain buttons, posters and
valuable information aimed at
increasing awareness of an
^dentifiably discriminated and
violated group—Gays; Lesbians,
and Bisexuals. In the afternoon, a
speaker will present and answer
any questions from those
concerned with and sensitive to
these issues.
The issues at hand go far
beyond belief systems—what one
judges as right or wrong, rather
whether or not a person has the
right to live and be the person that
he or she is. Homosexuality is an
element of being, an identity. Those
who do not or can not understand
are not asked to. They are only
asked that they do not discriminate,
pass judgment, abuse, or neglect
the rights of fellow human beings
because of such an identity. People

in this country are fired from
employment, discriminated in
housing, joked at, beaten, and
sometimes murdered because of
who they are—this includes Gays,
Lesbians,
and
Bisexuals.
Homophobia is the word for those
who do not understand, refuse to
understand, and can not see why
others even care.
The purpose of the
Awareness Day is to acknowledge
support not only for Gays,
Lesbians, and Bisexuals at Fairfield
University but all over the world.
The day that human beings can
comfortably identify themselves
as one people of the earth, the
many colors of a rainbow, the many
patches of a quilt—then true peace
will come to the earth and maybe
we will be ready to know things
greaterthan ourselves. Please show
your support on April 20. Thank
you.

Groups plant the seeds for
Earth Week 1994
Mark Mahoney,
President - Student
Environmental
Association
The next few weeks will
highlight many activities focusing
on the improvement of the
environment. While Earth Day is
being celebrated on Saturday, April
23, there are many activities
occurring throughout
the
remainder of the month.
April 11 - 15: sign-ups
for Ultimate Frisbee and the
Volleyball Tournament which will
be held with the Fairfield
Volleyball Team. Sign up in the
Campus Center or in Dolan.
April 15: deadline for all
"Earth Day" oriented artwork to
be displayed in Gallery Ten of
Loyola Hall, for Earth Week. All
submissions welcome to Loyola 8.
April 18-23: Earth Week

Art Show in gallery Ten and the
Experimental Space in Loyola
Basement.
April 18 - 20: 2:00 6:00pm, Ultimate Frisbee with
teams of six to eight held on
Campion field.
April 21: "Medicine
Man" showing in the Stag-Her Inn.
April 22: Volleyball
Tourney held from 2:00 - 6:00 on
the sand court in front of Loyola.
April 23: 1:00 - 7:00
EARTH DAY! IRHG, Ecology
and Society, and SEA will cosponsor bands on the Campus
Center Patio, featuring F.U. Jazz
Band Ensemble, Screaming
Viking, In Transition, Tongue
and Groove, HUH?, and Glue.
Ecology and Society will be in the
Campus Center distributing
information on the environment,
answering questions, showing
several exhibits and encouraging

This will be the last Features section of The Mirror . All other sections
are still seeking writers.
Call the office for details.
TH3MYOJSM3 YTIMUTHO^O JAU03

"students to sign petitions and
become concerned with the
environment. There will also be
table with petitions available for
students to sign.
*Dinner will be served
from 4:30 - 7:00 in the Oak Room
and Outdoor Patio through the use
of meal cards. *There will also be
speakers from Aspetuck Land
Trust, Friends of Animals, the
Nature for Conservancy.
Earth Week Tee-Shirts
Sales, Tie Dyes, beads, scrunchies,
donations, and other fundraisers
will benefit the Aspetuck Land
Trust, a conservation/preservation
organization. This group maintains
minute pieces of land that are to
remain as conservation easements,
and are protected from
development. The Fairfield
University proceeds will be used
to purchase and maintain
properties.
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Adminstration continues to play games
with seniors
Jennifer Oneglia
Staff Writer

helps!

However, I find it hard
to believe that I am expected to
My father yelled at me be a child, not only at home, but
again last Saturday. I'd gone out at school as well. I thought that*
with some friends, and came Fairfield would offer me the
home at what what was opportunity to make intelligent,
apparently was an unacceptable rational, adult decisions, such as
hour. I reminded him that I was whom I want to speak at
graduating in two months, and commencement. Instead, the
that I would be moving away University administration is not
and doing whatever I wanted only making a decision for all of
and coming home whenever I us Seniors again, but is also
wanted. He replied with the keeping this decision a secret
standard "when-you-live-under- thus far.
my-roof' line.
The recent Apri 1 Fool' s
I suppose I can see issue of The Mirror contained
where he's coming from. After an article about our graduation
all, my father still thinks of me speaker, it said that in an attempt
as his little girl, and I don't see to save money, University
this changing at any time in the President Aloyisius P. kelley,
near future. Even when I begin S.J.
would
be
our
to take the commuter train to a ■ commencement speaker. Some
corporate office in New York of my friends from home read
City, I'll still get lunch when my the article and were appalled.
that I had no clue.
father's in town.-I'll still get
When they finally
"Well, who were your choices?"
slipped the occasional $10 bill stopped laughing long enough they asked. I answered that I did not know,
and reminders about "black ice" for me to convince them that the I was beginning to think that I should have
in winter.
article was a satirical comedy on let them believe the article about Fr.
Actually, my role as life at Fairfield, they asked me Kelley. Which was worse, having no money
' Daddy' s Little Girl' really isn 't who our speaker really was. I for a speaker, or admitting that here at
that bad, and the money always had to hang my head and reply Fairfield, the administration still considers

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

GLEE CLUB

CAROLE ANN COYNE- MAXWELL,
CONDUCTOR

the majority of the students to
be children who are incapable
of participating in any sort of
decision making process?
My
friends'
comments started me chosing
forthem. After all, the librarians
do give a rather fascinating talk
on library usage.
Even other major decisions,
such as which groups to get for
Harvest and Dogwoods, might
be better off made by the FUS A
higher-ups. Determining that
listening to the Village People
would most likely be les,s
dangerous than moshhagto the,,
Spin Doctors or that there will
be no Spring concert duq to the
expiration of the FUS A budget .
is probably too taxing for us,
mortals.
But graduation,,npw
that's a pretty big deal. After
all, we have spent four years
working diligently toward this
goal. The Junior committees
spend the year planning Senior
Week. There is a plethora of
activities which culminate in a
ceremony at which we get our
pseudo-diplomas — the real

one are passed out later — and
hear a supposedly well-known
speaker's inspirational words on
succeeding and living life to the
fullest.
I don't know about
you, But I would like to have
some sort of a say in who speaks
these life-impacting words to
me. At the very least, my parents
and I (not to mention all my
other relatives who will be
sweating up behind Bellarmine
on May 22) would like to know
who we'll be listening to more
than a month before graduation.
But I guess Fairfield
is not only'watching out for us
Irtthe role of parents this time,;
but playing the role of Santa
Claus as well. After all, we've
been good. We've done our
work, and taken our finals. And,
come May 22nd, we Seniors
will go to graduation to hear
whoever our' speaker is.
Hopefully, we'll know
beforehand. But just in case,
don't forget to bring some
cookies and milk for the
administration.

ea ize rue cIreann
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Editorial/Commentary

When are you going to act your age?
The letter Fr. Kelley sent regarding anti-Semitic behavior
that someone in the Fairfield University community was
committing is appalling. Who can believe that someone on our
campus is so threatened by difference in culture, that they would
go as far as to single out someone and harass them because of their
religion? But wait, didn't we have racial tensions last year? And
sexual preference bias the year before? What's next—will
someone on campus be diagnosed with AIDS, and some lunatic
decide to torture them?
We are at Fairfield to receive an education in liberal arts.
Through our four years, we should have learned that each
individual deserves to be treated with the same amount of
courtesy, regardless of color, nationality, religion, sexual
preference, or whatever. I could understand if we were being
prejudiced over something important, such as ridiculing someone
for choosing white American cheese over yellow, but difference
in religion is just a fact of life—everyone is entitled to their own
beliefs. There is no right or wrong decision.
Remember back when you were in kindergarten, and
there was a student who wasn't allowed to go Trick-or-Treating?
They also didn't celebrate Christmas or Hanukkah, so what did
they celebrate in December? That person was a Jehovah's Witness,
and some of the kids would tease him/her because he/she didn't
conform to what the rest of the class was participating in, in
celebration of the upcoming holiday. Well, it seems that some
people just never grow up, and continue to taunt that which they
do not understand, out of sheer ignorance.
Fr. Kelley offered the Fairfield community the chance
to send the student who was affected by the anti-Semitic
propaganda a note: "Should you, as a member of the Fairfield
community, want to send a personal note to show this student
what Fairfield University really stands for, you may do so in care
of my office and we will take care of forwarding it." So, for those
of you who have grown up out of your kindergarten mentality,
you may want to send this student a note, and let him/her know
that he/she has your sympathies. Or you can send a message
through the Mirror, which will be printed, (anonymously, at your
request), in the 4/21 issue.
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Letters to the Editor
Senior Year Experience breaks away from "old boy
network"
To the Editor:
I'm writing in response
to the March 10 commentary by
Jennifer Edwards about the "old
boy network" at Fairfield. In
essence, she states that if you don't
know and have an "in" with the
President of FUS A, then you never
get appointed to committees which
make decisions about the interests
of the student body.
I completely understand
the reasoning behind this
complaint—it seems as if the voice
of a few always seems to speak for
the entire student body. When I
was a college student, I too felt that
there was an "inner circle" who ran
everything. Now some years later,
in retrospect, I realize that those
were the students who initiated
and made their willingness to get
involved known to those making

the decisions. Regardless, I can
appreciate where students are
coming from on this issue and I
would like to propose a solution...
WANTED: STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN PLANNING
A SENIOR YEAR
EXPERIENCE
Fairfield University is
starting a Senior Year Experience,
and the Career Planning Center
has been charged with developing
it. I am looking for 10 student
committee members to create and
produce a year long series of events
and programs which will help
fellow students deal with the
transitions faced as you leave
Fairfield to pursue personal and
professional goals.
If you are dedicated to
Fairfield, creative, willing to voice
your opinions, able to initiate and
follow through on a project and

interested in making a difference
in the quality of student life, then
please apply (or call me for more
information). No prior leadership
experience required, but a desire to
develop these skills is essential.
Students from all social and cultural
groups, academic majors, and class
years are encouraged to apply.
Submit a resume with a brief
statement about your interest in
the SYE or an application
(available at the Campus Center
info desk or the Career Planning
Center) to: Alice Gorman, Career
Planning Center, Dolan 110 by
April 22. Interviews will be
conducted during the week of April
25.
This is your chance to
make a difference...JUST DO IT!
Alice H. Gorman
Director,CPC

Senior survey violates students privacy
To the Editor:
I was absolutely disturbed
and furious at a recent demand by
the administration that all seniors
fill out a "senior survey" in order
that they be able to graduate. Indeed
this survey turned out to be yet
another insult to the Class of 1994.
I was not so much disturbed by
having to take it as by the material
it contained and the inept manner
by which it was administered. At
no point during the distribution of
the survey was it let known to the
students that certain questions
could be skipped or that it was not
even necessary to put one's name

and social security number on the
survey, as requested. This was only
told to me after I protested the
nature of some of the questions.
The survey contained
questions concerning how often
one
feels
depressed
or
overwhelmed, how popular one
perceives him/herself with they
opposite sex, how often one uses
alcohol, what one's political
affiliations are, how much one owes
in student loans, etc. I am sure that
most students filled out the entire
survey and allowed their names to
be sitting at the top of the page.
Firstly, not informing the
students about the option of

anonymity is nothing less than poor
survey etiquette. Secondly, anyone
who administers a survey knows
that people will answer less
truthfully if their names are
attached than if the survey is
anonymous. The entire event was
a fiasco and a violation of civil
liberties—especially because all
seniors are required to take the
survey.
Shame
on
the
Administrators in Canisius whose
project this was and shame on the
Class of 1994 for letting ourselves
be once again abused by our
"superiors."
Tom Gegeny '94

It's time to open our eyes
To the Editor:
This past Tuesday, like
many of you, I opened my mailbox
to find a letter addressed from the
Office of the President. I read the
letter several times, as its content
disgusted me so much that I had to
review.it just to make sure I was
reading it correctly.
This letter dealt with the
current harrassment of a Jewish
student on our campus. Not only
do I find this behavior reprehensible
and must apologize to the student
who was the target of these attacks,
but I also find this insulting to the
students of this university and to

the institution itself.
When one person has gone through
the mental anguish and personal
torture due to the ignorant actions
of a spineless aggressor who
doesn't even have the courage to
confront the situation, we must
question ourselves as a student
body. We can not let this behavior
persist.
We are about to embark
upon a weekend celebrating
diversity, in our Horizon's
Weekend and our March for Unity.
As we are people maturing into
adulthood, we must realize that we
are living in a diverse society, and
although we are all different from

eachother, that does not give us the
right to degrade any of the other
populations that we live among.
Rather, it gives us the unique
opportunity to learn from each
other. We must escape the existing
attitudes of prejudice and bias, and
educate ourselves to the great
benefits of such a multi-cultural
spectrum.
Why do we have to deny
and to hate? Is it that much harder
to accept and to love?
Christopher Pilkerton '95
FUSA President

Hey, write for the Mirror!
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Critical Inquiry and the Catholic Tradition
Kurt Hackbarth
Associate Commentary
Editor

Let me start you out with
a little story. It has to do with a
young man or woman, Catholic as
it turns out, and quite possibly of
Irish descent. Now that I've
disqualified .002% of the student
body at Fairfield, please permit me
to continue. The teenager has
grown up all of his life (please, no
letters on this - the last I heard, 'he'
i s gender neutral) in a strict Catho! ic
household - dragged to church
every weekend by his parents, sent
to Catechism where he learns to
excel at shooting spitballs at the
clueless 'instructor', and required
to abstain from meat on Fridays
during Lent because that is what
"good Catholics do." These
functions have been an integral
part of his life since day one - they
are so assumed that he has never
even thought of questioning them,
and has certainly never been placed
in an environment that encourages
such questioning.
He chooses to come to
Fairfield University, after having
applied to Holy Cross, Boston
College, and Villanova. He went
to a Catholic high school - where
else would he possibly go than a
Catholic college? At school, he
meets a lot of other people from
backgrounds very similar to his, as
were all his friends in high school.

'Protestants' are about as common
as getting the magazines he has
subscribed to on time. And even
though he swore he wouldn't, he
finds himself going to Church on
Sundays - everybody else goes,
and it's kind of an ingrained habit.
He even feels slightly guilty if he
doesn't go.
Then he takes Intro to
Religious Studies, and all of a
sudden everything that he. has
always
assumed
as
unchallengeable is suddenly
thrown into question. Say he is in
the University's Honors Program his fundamental beliefs are
challenged still more. In History
30 he learns about the oppressive
and repressive tradition of the
Church; in Latin American Politics
he learns how the Catholic
hierarchy has historically
supported brutal dictatorial regimes
in order to maintain their status
and influence. He finds professors
challenging the Church's 'out of
touch' views on abortion, sex
before
marriage
(which,
surprisingly, he finds out happens
here), and right to life issues. He
learns that there are other religions
out there that billions of people are
just as devoted to, and discovers
that 'Christian' does not equal
'Catholic'.
Initially, he rebels against
this, remembering his father's
adv ice to watch out for those' damn
liberal professors', and those

Quotes of the Week
"Who could ever challenge the laughing dance ensemble
value of a Jesuit education after member to the others as she
danced out a new step for their
tonight?"
show Friday night.
"It's a blue BINGO round."
—Fr. Kelley in the
"The Beatles are spinning!"
Stag-Her calling BINGO
numbers.
-Watching her roommate's
posters, those were the first
"We can't do that! The public's
words out of Liz Donoghue's
going to be there!"
mouth the morning after her
birthday last week.
—One hysterically

equally 'leftist Jesuits'. Then,
however, he begins to think about
things more deeply, and thinks
about who he is and why he is that
way. But when he tries to bring
some of these new ideas back home
to the dinner table, he is forcefully
rebutted. 'What are you, turning
liberal?', his brother asks, putting
on his Nixon '96 T-Shirt. He asks
his mother why she is Catholic.
She says it was because her parents
were. He asks why else. She can't
say. He asks his father why one is
supposed to go to Mass every
Sunday. His father responds that
that is what Catholics do. He asks
why else. His father abruptly gets
up from the table and goes in to
catch the end of "Wall Street
Week".
Sound remotely familiar?
These are some of the themes we
hit upon at the Regional Honors
Conference in Baltimore this past
weekend (see preceding news
article) in our workshop entitled
"The Spirit of Critical Inquiry at
the Religiously Affiliated
College." What is it that make
Fairfield and schools like ours
unique? Primarily, that they take a
predominantly Catholic student
body and encourage them to
question their deepest-held
religious beliefs, while still
maintaining a strong Catholic
presence on campus. To a new
student or to one who has grown up
with a family and parish still stuck

in the pre-Vatican II days, this can
appear to be, on the surface,
contradictory. There are certain
things that one just doesn't
question. The essence of faith
means believing even when there
is no solid evidence. Who can
attempt to understand the mind of
God?
Has religion, however,
progressed beyond the days of Job?
Is critical inquiry anathema to
religion, or is it by questioning
one' s bel iefs that one gains a deeper
understanding and appreciation of
them? As we discussed at the
workshop, many of us would
believe the latter to be true.
Through the Honors classes we
have taken, we have been taught to
question everything: Western
society and individualism (by
studying an example of a successful
country that doesn't play by those
rules - Japan), our prevailing
economic and political system
(who has the power?), religious
views', and even the traditional
structure of a classroom. Through
team-taught lecture/seminar
classes, we have seen how three
professors can have widely
diverging views on the same body
of material, and how everybody
can sit in a circle and openly
disagree with others, with
everybody learning from the
experience.
In other words, there is
more than one way to run a class or

an educational system. Why is it
the way it is now? How does the
traditional professor derive
authority?
What we found as very
positive about this school (yes, I'm
complimenting ourfine institution)
is how this spirit of inquiry and
analysis spills over into other
subjects: science, literature, politics
and the law, etc. Also, because of
the school's religious affiliation,
we have the opportunity to probe
religious in real depth without
having to worry about a 'religious
stigma' or questions of church/
state separation that may be more
hindering at public schools (that is
not to say that we're not receiving
federal money, however).
Finally, we found that
one of the most important aspects
of Fairfield is its 'classroom
without walls' environment: the
ability we have to test and live our
faith beyond the Mass in our
everyday lives through programs
like the Urban Plunge, Mission
Volunteers, tutoring, working at
soup kitchens and with children, to
nameafew. As Kierkegaard might
have told us were he alive: "You
say you're a Christian, you go to
Mass, but have you really studied
the beliefs you purport to espouse?
If so, prove it!"
And the challenge of
authenticity willbe one that will
prove to follow us well beyond the
walls of a college or chapel.

Cobain's music should be idolized, not his actions
Vanessa Lops
Associate Commentary
Editor

Last week, singer/
songwritter for Nirvana, Kurt
Cobain,shot and killed himself.
Since then, he has been
memorialized and idolized by the
media as a rock n' roll legend. Being
a fan of his music, I strongly
agree.For those who listen to his
music, you know how musically
talented he was. For those who had
the opportunity to see Nirvana live,
you know what a great performer he

was. For his contributions to the
music industry, he deserves the
praise. But, there is something more
that must be said, and since the rest
of the media has not said it, I will.
Suicide is not the solution
to any problem. It is a selfish and
cowardly way to deal with life's
problems.
By
killing
himself,Cobain took his own pain
and anger and forced his family
and fans to deal with it. If anyone
heard his wife's remarks from his
funeral, they could easily recognize
that pain, anger and guilt in her
voice. It is not fair. She deserves to

be angry, but she should not feel
guilty. The only person responsible
for his actions is himself.
What suicide victims do
not seem to think of is the effect
their action will have on those left
behind. Cobain either did not think
of this, or if he did, he did not care.
Kurt Cobain will be
greatly missed by all those who he
and his music touched. He should
be remembered as a great musician,
but as a person, his actions can not
be justly idolized.

New phone system opportunity
Dan Kurzatkowski
Contributing Writer

You may have heard rumors of a great phone system to be
installed into the Fairfield University Residents Halls and Town
Houses. This system will offer lower long distance rates, lower
connection fees, extensions for all students, individual billing, free
voice mail, and the phone is connected the day of arrival on
campus. This sounds ideal, doesn't it? But, the Board of Trustees
voted it down. They would rather put new new furniture and
carpeting in administrative office in Canisius. They choose not to
vote in improvements in student life on campus. This system can
be ready for the fall semester, if acted upon soon. The cost is
designed to pay for itself in a few years, when the carpeting is
probably really ready to be replaced.
If this phone system is something that you want installed,
please make the effort it takes to put such ideas into action. Inform
your student Senate representative of your support in this effort to
establish better communication systems for the students. If you
want further details, feel free to contact the Office of the President,
Public Relations or Vice President of Adminstration, Bill Miles.
Call 254-4000 and ask to get confirmation on this issue and to voice
V^ your opinion.
x
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So, exactly why are applications down?
Lou Spadaccini
Ass't Commentary
Editor Emeritus
Not too long ago, people
boasted that Fairfield was on the
brink of the Ivy League - all it
needed was a few old buildings
and some cobblestone streets. But
don't buy those Polo mallets yet
and forget about dating any of the
Kennedys, because that perception
has changed. Nobody seriously
talks about Fairfield joining the
Ivy League anymore.
There's been a lot of talk
about Fairfield not being the school
it once was. Mostly in private,
people whisper that Fairfield
doesn't have the same reputation it
once had and that it's struggling to
compete with other campuses that
were once considered inferior.
Let's pull out the old
University fact book and see if
there is any cause for
concern.Fairfield went from
accepting just 38% of its applicant
pool in 1988 to nearly 70% in
1993. Total applications for
admission fell from its height of
6,102 in 1988 to 4,589 in 1994.
All the population
mavens out there are probably
jumping in the air and shouting:
"No fair! The population of young

people has declined in recent years.
The number of applicants was
expected to drop!" That's a very
true and valid point, but Fairfield
knew tougher times were near and
didn't domuch to prepare forthem.
The total applicants
number reflects a smaller student
population, but the "persons
admitted" figure shows evidence
of a greater problem. In 1988,
Fairfield admitted 2,290 students
in order to get a freshman class in
the mid-700's. Last year, the school
needed to mail out over 3,300
acceptance letters to get the same
size incoming class.
This means that a lot of
students were lured away from
Fairfield by better offers from other
schools.Ifyou need more evidence
that Fairfield's reputation has
declined somewhat, look to the
Barron's Guide to U.S. Colleges.
When the class of '94
entered Fairfield, the guide rated
the school in the second highest
category of "Highly Competitive."
Since then, we have slipped a notch
to "Very Competitive," a class of
institutions that includes many state
schools.
Campus Currents only
displayed the surveys that gave us
good grades; it must have missed
the scoop on the Barron's ratings.

dull in many respects. Permanent
beach residents and Residence Life
squashed much of the social life
and there's no athletic teams we
can really get excited about.
Something substantial must be
done soon to revive Fairfield's
social life and make it an athletic
power in -the MAAC. Fairfield
needs to face the facts and realize
that academics alone will not carry
a school.
A couple of weeks ago,
seniors were informed that they
would not be allowed to graduate
unless they took part in a lengthy
student survey. It asked all kinds
of crazy questions about your
religious beliefs, mental health,
sexual habits, popularity and
countless other things the
University has no business
knowing about. Instead of all these
dumb and overly personal

Although Fairfield was not the only
school to fall in the survey, many
held their ground and some
managed to advance. Sacred Heart
University, that other college in
Fairfield that nobody here really
cares about, jumped in the ratings
in spite of the population decline.
Fairfield's stumble is not
catastrophic, but it is something
that demands attention and action.
Some bold moves are necessary,
but nobody in the administration
has shown the guts to put them on
the table. Applications will not
jump because the Stag-Her decides
to start seasoned curly fries or the
bookstore hires an extra cashier.
Image is important and
Fairfield seems to be going through
an identity crisis. Fairfield had a
reputation as a solid academic
school with a great social scene.
We're still strong academically,
but the campus life has become

Giant Submarines
Jersey Mikes
Nothing else needs to be said!!!

questions, why did they not ask the
seniors for ideas about how to
improve Fairfield?
On a lighter note, I would
like to thank all the fine folks up at
Residence Life for nominating me
for the Loyola medal. They are
really sad that I am graduating.
They offered me a Head Resident
Job and a full grad school
scholarship just so I could stay and
continue writing articles about their
screw-ups.

I COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE..
Pleasesave mine.

10% off with student ID !

LSAT
START PREPARING NOW
FOR JUNE OR OCTOBER
Prep Twice- One Price
WHY TAKE KAPLAN?
* WE'RE THE ONLY TEST PREPARATION
ORGANIZATION WITH A COMPLETE STUDY
LIBRARY-TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
RESOURCE-IF YOU WANT A TOP 50 LAW
SCHOOL, THIS IS HOW YOU GET THERE
* LIVE CLASSES TAUGHT BY TOP
INSTRUCTORS WHO ACED THE EXAM
* HOME STUDY MATERIALS WITH
THOUSANDS OF PRACTICE QUESTIONS
* COMPUTER ANALYZED DIAGNOSTIC
TESTING DIRECTS YOUR STUDIES FOR
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
* LEAVING FAIRFIELD IN MAY?
CONTINUE YOUR STUDIES AT ANY OF OVER
150 KAPLAN CENTERS FOR TUNE'S OR
OCTOBER'S TEST
CLASSES BEGIN APRIL 6

CALL 1-800-735-PREP

KAPLAN

W" *£K|gp»

For more information

Call 1-800-824-WILD
The Houston toad produces alkaloids - pharmaceutical
wonders that may prevent heart attacks or act as an
anesthetic more powerful than morphine. Yet, due to habitat loss.
it is on the very brink of extinction, another member

of the Endangered Species List.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
1400 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036-2266
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Board of Trustees approves $72 million budget for '94-'95
Educational priorities
of Long Range Plan provide basis
for spending limited new funds
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Serves to Prep School

The University's Board of Trustees has approved a
budget for 1994-95 totaling $72,295,000, an increase of almost 4.8% over 1993-94's $69,010,000. With
the University committed to just a moderate increase in
tuition, the University's Finance Committee, comprised
of representatives of the administration, faculty, students and staff, was charged with reviewing the competing University needs within the constraints of limited
new funds and using the Long Range Plan for determining priorities.
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PP™ $" million budget

revenue.
The largest category that was
funded in the budget for '94-'95
was compensation—salaries and
benefits. Compensation was increased by $1,085,000 or 2.8%
and included a pool of 1% or
$285,OOOforsalary increases. The
compensation also included an
estimated $800,000 increase for
benefit costs which covers pensions, FICA, life insurance, long
term disability, dependent
grants-in-aid, unemployment
compensation and workers'
compensation.
The next largest area

Dear Parents:
t its last meeting, the Board of Trustees approved the
University's operating budget for the 1994-95 academic
year. The budget includes the lowest percentage increase
in tuition and fees in over 20 years. This increase underscores the
University's commitment to continue to moderate tuition and fee
increases. Given the challenge of moderating increases while at the
same time enhancing the quality of our academic and student services
programs,itwasalengthyanddifficultprocesstoarriveatabalanced
budget.
. The 1994-95 academic year budget will require a 4.8 percent
average increase
"Our primary goal is to enhance the for tuition, fees
quality of education we offer your sons and room and
and daughters and to ensure that we board/
offer it in an atmosphere that promotes townhouse fees.
learning and instills a sense of values." Undergraduate
tuition will in-

grading an assistant dean in the
School of Nursing to fulltime and
helping to fund a new position in
Modern Languages.
* In Student Services, extending the operating hours'of the
Student Recreational Complex, purchasing alcohol abuse materials,
counseling psychological tests and
athletic recruiting.
* In Advancement, partially
funding an assistant in Annual Giving beyond the revenues available
through real locations within the division; upgrading the assistant in
Sports Information to fulltime; and

crease $750 to $ 15i000. Room and board charges will rise by $230 to
$6,200, while townhouse rental charges will increase $200 to $4,940.
The general fee will remain $310.
"■' The University's Finance Committee, comprised of faculty,
students, staff and administrators, utilized the educational priorities
ofl&e Long Range Plan to review the requests for institutional
resjrtjrces. Along with educational programming and inflationary
incases, priorities of the budget include, but are not limited to, the
Unjflrsity's commitment to maintaining a competitive salary and
benefit program, increasing institutional financial aid due to the slow
" in federal and state financial aid, and physical plant renewal
§odemuajjo/fc;To address these needs, cost reduction, cost
cont^imentandreallocation measures wereemployed where appro-

tye UniV,

the auxiliary section of the chart).
The University's high dependency
on tuition and fees is a significant
constraint especially during periods of moderate tuition increases.
Chart Number 4 is "Uses of
Additional Funds" and in essence is
a picture of the priorities that were
funded for next year. Clearly a high
priority is the University's commitment to maintaining a very competitive compensation level followed by the priority to maintain
student aid levels to be competitive
and address the financial needs of
our student population. Also shown
are expenditure additions specific
to 1994-95 like student cable services, expanded campus environmental safety programs
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priJP throughout the University and they have helped limit the
increase in tuition and fees.
As we address the challenges confronting higher education
today, our primary goal is to enhance the quality of education we offer
your'sons and daughters and to ensure that we offer it in an atmosphebifhat promotes learning and instills a sense of values; The high
ratinf§the University continues to receive in a host of selective
college guidebooks confirms the confidence you have placed in

&■ Robert Wan
Th

" committee *»*

Fairfield as a place of excellence.
I appreciate the sacrifices that you are making to provide this
opportunity to your sons and daughters and assure ypu of Fairfield's.
commitment to.careful management and sound, value-based education.

funded was for student fi.nancial aid. At the outset the
Finance Committee found
there was a special need for
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, SJ.. University President
added financial aid for students in order to meet the
,. * competition from other univerGS3«J I u Unities, to help student and their fami-

ebniR ienolj

Funds reallocated
for higher priorities

lies cope with the problems created
by a difficult economy, and because of the changing student demographics. The Finance Committee received requests to add $1.5

thropolpgy, Modern Lanpages and milUon t0 ** University's financial aid bud et a rise of 9% Even
Afriean-Arnerican History.
8 '
! "
tua
In the Advancement Division,
%-me Finance Committee reca half position was funded through ■*$$tt*nded addin8 $1 million, an.
reallocations for an additional perincrease of 13%.
son for the Annual Fund.
Another major area that rein the Administration Divi: quired funding involved increases
sion, the top two priorities of re- for fixed and less controllable
placing smoke detectors and fund- costs. Key added costs include
ing internal management training utilities ($185,000), food service
programs are being funded through ($77,000),- ,. contingency
($40,000), and the cost of video
personnel reductions.
service and campus video pro,
gramming ($272,000).
The Finance Committee
also faced the need to deal with
departmental requests for new perThe University Finance Committee will sponsonnel and additions to the operatsor a forum open to the entire University coming budget. It heard presentations
munity on Friday, April 15, to explain the 1994that totaled $3.2 million. These
95 budget. The session will be held in the Barone
were prioritized based on how they
Campus Center Oak Room at 12:15 p.m and is
matched the University's Long
Range Plan. Of these requests, only
expected to conclude by 1:30. Tables and chairs
$136,000 could be funded because
will be set up for those who wish to bring lunch.
of the commitments to student fiThe Finance Committee is comprised of reprenancial aid and compensation. Some
sentatives of the administration, faculty, staff
of the departmental requests that
and students.
were funded were:
•*■ In the Academic area, up-

uring the budget
I process for 1994-95,
the divisions reviewed
their budgets and reallocated
funds from their original purposes to higher priorities.
The major reallocations included:
In the Academic Divisions, as
a result of faculty retirements and
ither personnel changes, three faculty positions will be funded in An-

Forum to discuss budget tomorrow

underwriting the costs of developing an institutional marketing study.
Throughout the budget review,
emphasis was placed on two key
factors: improving the competitivenessof Fairfield University, and the
relationship of the requests to the
Long Range Plan.
To furtherdemonstratethe key
factors affecting the budget, Finance
Vice President William Lucas presented a series of charts.
Charts Number I "Budget Additions History" details the reduction in incremental funds over a
five year period from a high in 1991
of $6.1 million to the current level

and the beginning of the Judaic
Chair academic programming.
Lucas added, "Given the limitations on tuition increases, the only
way to get added funds is through
new sources of revenues that are
consistent with the University's academic mission or by cost cutting
and reallocation."
Among the expected new
sources of revenue is the tuition
from the BEI program, starting in
the fall, and from the new master's
degree in business administration.
These areas were not yet approved
during the budget process and, therefore, their anticipated revenues were

"The challenge for all of us is to develop
programs to enhance revenues from other
areas. It is clear that we cannot count only
on the traditional undergraduate tuition base
for revenue"
Bill Lucas, vice president for finance
for 1994-95 of $3,285 million. This
reduction is the result of a planned
effort to moderate tuition increases
as seen in Chart 2, "Trends in Tuition Increases," for the same fiveyear period.
Chart Number 3 is a more detailed look at the "Sources of Additional Funds." It shows a view of
each specific revenue category, noting that 94% of the additional revenue per year is generated by increases in tuition and room and
board (room and board as shown in

not included in the 1994-95 budget.
As added revenue develops, the Finance Committee will return to its
list of priorities for further projects.
Lucas added that this year's
tight budget "is not necessarily a
model for all future budgets. The
challenge for all of us is to develop
programs to enhance revenues from
other areas. It is clear that we cannot count only on the traditional
undergraduate tuition base for revenue."
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Right Now is
here
Kevin Ridolfi
Campus Life Editor

"Right Now is coming." The signs have blanketed the
campus for two weeks, but what do they mean? Today marks the
official end to the mystery.
People have wondered if Right Now is another campus band.
Others have wondered if Van Halen is performing as the
Harvest band (y«ah right, from three shows at Madison Square Garden
to a performance at Alumni Hall. It might happen.)
Still others thought the signs a late April Fools joke.
Or perhaps just a pointless oxymoron.
All these people were wrong. Right Now is...drumroll
please...a student organized, filmed, and produced television program.
Or, at the risk of excessive billing, a television event to be aired tonight
at 6:30 on channel 48.
A group of nine students from two communication classes
began group projects in January with the intent to gain access to the new
University cable technology. The projects grew into something bigger:
an MTV style news program and the establishment of a television club.
The group formed the club in order to continue their handson television experiences, naming the club, fittingly, ACCESS (Around
Campus Communication Entertaining Students). The club will be
advised by Fr. Jim Mayzik, who will teach Television Scripting and
Production next semester. Mayzik is heavily involved in the film
industry and produces his own movies.
ACCESS currently consists of nine members: Chris Coen
'95, Amy DeVylder '96, Matt Geraghty '96, Sean Leahy '96, Brian
Lehmbeck '96, Liz Mahood '96, Kevin Ridolfi '95, Linda Scerrato
'96, and Michelle Vodrazka '96. This group worked over the course of
the semester to construct the show's format, film segments, edit the
segments, write scripts, and assemble the final product. All while
attending classes at the media center in Xavier Hall.
The show's title, "Right Now," reflects the foundation of the
show: a show by students, showing what students are doing on campus
Right Now. The show isn't fluff public relations, but what ACCESS
feels is a reflection of Fairfield University in the Spring of 1994.
The show combines music, sports, health, Spring Break '94,
and the opportunity to see yourself on camera (the group filmed around
campus, so you or your friends may be on the show), held together by
contemporary in-studio camera work.
As a member of the group, I may be slightly—or totallybiased when I say that the show is an exciting look at ourselves and
what students are doing Right Now. Watch the show tonight and you
may agree with me. Right Now is being aired at the perfect time, 6:30,
after dinner and before Thursday night plans.
ACCESS is looking for new members to help with future
shows. The members will be trained and given the opportunity to
become involved with our most important technology, the television.
Anyone who is interested in filming, writing, or the workings of the
television industry should drop a note in campus mail addressed to
ACCESS, Box 1479.
Until then, watch Right Now tonight at 6:30 on channel 48.
See yourself. See fellow students. See the capabilities of the University
cable network—there is more than just F.U.N.
The time is perfect. Eat at Seiler's and relax in your room with
Right Now before going out. As Alice In Chains sings, you have "no
excuses." Tonight. 6:30. Channel 48. Right Now is here!

Memorial Service for
Ann Spector
Friday, April 15 2 p.m.,
Bannow319
Everyone is welcome to attend.
To participate, please contact
Professors Krauss (x2816) or
Farnham (x2796).
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(Fairfield Faces
Matthew Hall
Nicole Rivard
Staff Writer
As I entered, Matt Hall
'96 stood in the center of his dorm
room on the fourth floor of Regis
playing the guitar. This is a typical
scene for Matt, who said that last
summer he played between four
and eight hours a day.
Scattered around the
room two electric guitars, one
acoustic guitar, speakers, and
keyboard amps. Two Salvador
Dali paintings decorate the walls.
An unfinished painting of Matt's
leans up against one wall. It looks
as if it is an impressive art project.
"No, I'm just doing this one for
giggles," Matt says.
For Matt, his music and
his art are hobbies. It only takes
one glance around the room to
notice the talent he possesses. He
has the opportunity to have this
recognized because he entered one
of his projects in the College of
Arts and Sciences Awards
Competition. He recorded a tape
called 419 which consists of
instrumental music.
He
emphasized the music in this
project, but he also drew the tape
jacket.
"He's very dedicated. He
was working on this project
religiously," his roommate Matt
Geraghty said. Matt wrote and
performed most of the songs but
the tape also features Frank Riccio,
Matt Geraghty and Clem Johnson.
He explains that he doesn't just sit
down and write an instrumental
piece.
"A lot of stuff we write
comes from jamming together. We
get a piece here and a piece there.
The songs just evolve."
He uses the song
"Marvelous Toy" as an example.
"That song was originally just a
chord change. It had a funk flavor
to it. Then we played it on an
acoustic guitar, which gave it a
jazz feel," he said.
Matt uses his keen sense
of sound in his songs as well. Over
Christmas Break there was a layer
of ice on top of the snow. There
were chunks of ice laying on the
ground where someone had
shoveled. He picked them up and
threw them on the snow. He thought
it made a "cool" sound which he
wanted to capture on tape.
He got an idea from

Matt Hall (right) jamming with Geraghty and Johnson of Huh?
reading about Neil Peart, the
drummer from Rush, who did
different things to experiment with
sound.
Matt explains, "Neil
would get bags of coins and empty
them on the floor or throw plates
against the wall. I took a jar of
pennies and some plates and went
behind Jogues. I let them fall and
smash on the ground right near a
microphone.
After some
synthesizing, it sounded great and
we used it to fill some spaces in
'Marvelous Toy'."
Like the songs he creates,
Matt has also evolved. He was
influenced by Geddie Lee, the bass
player from Rush, although he
listens to a wide spread of music.
He was also influenced by his
parents who both play piano. Matt
began piano lessons in third grade,
the trumpet in fifth, and then the
guitar in high school. He also
plays the baritone horn, drums,
and the English hand bells. Matt
admits that his parents made him
practice the piano, but it wasn't
until he stopped lessons that he
started getting serious about music.
"If you're not playing
music you like to hear, you're not
going to have the urge to practice,"
he said.
Matt
enjoys
the
spontaneity of creating the music,
but seeing the final creation of one
of his drawings is very fulfilling.

He says, "The process of playing is
more fun. The process of art is
tedious, but I really like seeing the
final picture."
"It takes a long time to
draw people," he says.
For Matt, the idea of the
picture comes first, then he picks
someone to fill the role. He recalled
one time that he had all the people
picked out for a picture and the last
one refused when he called her.
"When someone says no and won't
agree to be in a picture, that certain
look leaves with them. The lesson
I've learned is it is better to ask
someone in person than to call
them up."
On campus, Matt belongs
to the Glee Club, Jazz Band, is a
member of the Protestant Student
Ministry, and a member of the
WVOF staff.
Matt exemplifies that
loving what you do only enhances
the benefits of having talent. His
favorite song off of 419 is
"Marvelous Toy."
"I named the song after
an experience I had with my high
school band. We were in Germany
jamming with a German band. This
guy was playing a song on the
guitar he enjoyed so much he said
it was like a marvelous toy. That's
how I felt during the song on my
tape because we played around
with it so much."

Coming next week: Jessica Nutley
takes the Campus Life reins.
Anyone interested in writing contact
Jessica through the Mirror, Box AA.

Campus Life
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Hooked On
Classics
Matthew Hall
Contributing Writer

This Saturday, April 16,
at 8:00 p.m., the Fairfield
University Glee Club and
Chamber Singers will present their
annual spring concert, "Hooked
On Classics."
Conducted by Carole
Ann Coyne-Maxwell, the Glee
Club's performance will include
such works as Beethoven's
"Hallelujah" from Mount of
Olives, selections from the musical
My Fair Lady, and will feature
Gabriel Faure's masterpiece,
Requiem. The Chamber Singers,
a select group within the Glee
Club, will perform Norman Delia
Joio's "Jubilant Song" and "Light
at the End of the Tunnel" from the
musical Starlight Express, among
others.
Also performing will be
the Glee Club Men's Ensemble,
with their witty musical antics,
and a four-piece a capella
ensemble Sine Nomine. Edward
Thompson will be the featured
guest performer, accompanying
the Glee Club on the organ.
Combining a diverse and
entertaining repertoire, excellent
conducting, and a high level of
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Find direction at
Career Planning
Jennifer Panaro
Staff Writer

musicianship, the Fairfield
University Glee Club has a
reputation for delivering
outstanding performances, and
"Hooked On Classics" will be no
exception.
The performance will
take place in the Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts, and is open to
both students and the general
public. Tickets are on sale now at
the Quick Center box office and
are priced at $3 for students and
$5 for adults.
Call the Quick Center
Box Office soon for reserved
seating at 254-4010, as tickets are
limited and do sell out.

Help
Wanted
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Many students here at
Fairfield are unaware of the benefits
that the Career Planning Center
has to offer, starting as early as
freshman year. "We work with
students from freshman year on,"
said Alice Gorman of the Career
Planning Center. "We make an
appointment with them, figure out
their major and talk with them
throughout the whole process."
To start off the whole job
search process students are
recommended to take personality
indicator tests that can direct a
students towards a certain area of
study or work. "There is no test
that tells you to be something, but
these tests can help you to see
yourself," said Gorman. The
counselors encourage students to
take these tests just to lead them in
a general direction, it's a start to
the whole process.
The center works with the
students who want to plan ahead
for their life. They provide the
students with options in their
majors and bring in graduates and
employers who benefited from that
major. The center helps students
with
their
resumes,
interviews, and
present career
programs. The
center
will
welcome
speakers from
different areas of
study such as fine

FU Dining Services
looking for interested
Students to join
catering staff.
Friendly atmosphere,
flexible hours.
Contact Jean or
Debbie
Ext. 2374
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arts, sports, health etc. These
speakers will talk to the students
about their options whether it be for
an internship or career position.
On-campus recruiting is
another option that Career Planning
offers to students. Some students
don't realize how this can be of a
major benefit to them. For the most
part, on-campus recruiting entitles
large businesses to come to campus
and search for potential employees.
This costs a great deal so only large
corporations can afford to do this.
Also, due to the supply and demand
for financial and sales people,
advertising and communication
corporations are seeking these
persons.
Because the job market is
still in a lull, business and
corporations are not hiring in mass.
Instead they are waiting to see how
much money they have to spend and
then hire according to those numbers.
Many corporations are not hiring

from campus recruiting due to
the lack of finances.
"The
on-campus
recruiting program has tons of
jobs every week," said Gorman.
She suggests that students take
the initiative. The process of
applying for jobs can be a great
deal of work. Students must be
well-organized and stay on top of
their interviews.
Employers are looking
for students who have common
sense. The GPA matters, but not
to the extent that students think.
Employers want to be able to sit
down with the students and have
an intellectual conversation.
Students need to be able to sit
down with a complete stranger
and carry on a smart, confident
and mature conversation. Even if
they do not know the answers to
a question, they must have the
confidence to say they don't
know. It's poise and how you
present yourself that counts.
Experience is also a key.
Career Planning can help students
to get internships. The internships
in return allow students to
experience the job market and
create a more complete resume.
"They look for people
who know what they want to do
and how much they know about
the corporation," said Gorman.
Career Planning is there
to work with the students
throughout their college years.
Students must take the initiative
and use it to their advantage. So
go now. They work with students
of all age. Get focused on life
after college.

Upcoming FUSA
events
Amy Freedman
StaffWriter

As I entered the FUSA office I
did not know what to expect, but
fortunately it was a quiet time so I got the
chance to talk with President Chris
Pilkerton. Chris gave me some insight as
to what new and exciting events will be
occurring on campus.
There is an activities fair this
weekend for prospective students in order
to enhance their Fairfield experience.
Here, the presidents of clubs on campus
come together to market themselves to
what may be the class of '98.
Another upcoming event which
FUSA is backing is the spring cleanup of
Penfield Beach on April 17 at 10:30 a.m.
FUSA is trying to get together volunteers
to drive down to the beach, so if anyone is
interested they can contact the FUSA
office at 254-4040.
On April 18, IRHG, the Ecology
Society, and SEA (Student Environmental
Association) are going to be presenting

an Earth Day celebration which promises to
last through the day, so get out your tanning
lotion and head on out there. FUSA is backing
this event, not with funds, but with support,
and they are asking for your support as well.
The following weekend on April
29 is Dogwoods, that famous dance on
campus that promises to be a success. The
tickets are most likely to go on sale on
Sunday the 24th; hopefully there'll be a new
system to get them. ■
When I asked Chris Pilkerton about
the possibility of a Spring concert, he
informed me that, because of lack of funds
this year and the disappointment and money
lost at last year's concert, it was better not to
have a concert.
Pilkerton instead explained that
next year there will be a sincere effort to
bring a bigger and better band like we used
to have at Fairfield.
So hold on, and, as Pilkerton told
me, "Get ready for next year, it's going to be
good."

Campus Life
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Cardboard City
returns

The Fairfield Mirror

Spring Fling
Fashion Show
Shandra Johnson
Contributing Writer

Shelagh Scollin
Staff Writer
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Have you ever thought
about what it might be like to be
homeless? Being at Fairfield, with
its beautiful, enclosed campus, it's
easy to forget problems like this
exist not far from us.
Cardboard City, an
annual event sponsored by the
Coalition for a Better World to
raise awareness of homelessness,
will begin this afternoon and last
until tomorrow afternoon.
Participants will be
building a small complex out of
cardboard refrigerator boxes on the
patio alongside the Campus Center
to use as shelter for the night.
In addition to raising
awareness, the group will be
accepting donations of toiletries
and money to give to local homeless
shelters. In this way, the Fairfield
University community can provide
tangible help for the homeless in
our area.
Some might say that
Cardboard City, as it is done within
the "safe" confines of a college
campus, does not approximate
what it is really like to be homeless.
Certainly, there are a myriad of
other factors associated with
homelessness that are perhaps just
as fundamental as the lack of a
permanent place to call home.

THAT OTHERS MAY
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"ARDBOARD CITY

UMOJA, Fairfield University' s African' s in America Student
Association will present its second annual Spring Fling Fashion Show
on Saturday, April 16. The event will be held in the Barone Campus
Center Oakroom.
A post-show reception will begin at 8 p.m. and will feature
the music of the Chris Eddleton Jazz Quartet; refreshments will be
served. The show will feature clothing from local merchants including
Lily's Boutique, Dress Barn, Hit or Miss, Lady Paris Formal Wear,
Wilson's Suede and Leather, Jimmie's Army and Navy, and the
University Bookstore.
Models for the event are Catherine Freeman, Tanika Eaves,
Tradonna Bookhardt, Denika Austin, Marie Jacques, Monallsa DePina,
Craig Martin, Johnnie Jones, Mikal Odums, Von Potter and Daryl

COME TO PIN US OR JUST TO SUPPORT US
Homelessness; is often
combined with other problems such
as alcohol or drug dependency, or
mental illness. These, along with
the pain of knowing that one is
outside society, isolated from the
ebb and flow of life going on all
around, are additional difficulties
that a homeless person must deal
with constantly.
This project admittedly
does not come close to
experiencing the stark realities that
families and individuals who are
homeless must undergo on a daily
basis. Although it is hoped that the
participants will get some sense of
the discomfort of sleeping outside
in a cardboard box on hard cement,
that is not the whole purpose of

Cardboard City.
In addition to increasing
their own understanding, the group
members want to invite others to
open their eyes and hearts to the
economic and social disparities that
exist among people. By becoming
aware of the injustices that occur
in our society, we move into the
next step of asking why they occur,
and finally to the more difficult
step of doing something about it.
Please stop by Cardboard
City this afternoon or evening, or
tomorrow morning, to show your
support, and if possible, to drop off
a donation. Anything would be
appreciated.

Corrected Writing Center hours
Monday: 10:30 - 8:00 — Writing Center (DM 255)
7:00 - 8:00 — Claver 1 lounge

Brown. Intermission entertainment will be provided by the Fairfield
University Dance Ensemble and the AHANA Glee Club members.
Admission is $6 and will be collected at the door.
In addition, a portion of the proceeds will be donated to the
Christopher Blake Love Memorial Scholarship Fund. Christopher
Love was a graduate assistant in the office of Multicultural Relations
and the advisor of OMOJA. Not long after he had begun his doctoral
program at the University of Rhode Island, Chris was killed. He is
missed and remembered.
On an up note, come out Saturday for a classy night of fun for
a good cause.

PREGNANT ?

Tuesday: same as Monday

and need help...

Wednesday: 10:00 - 8:00 — Writing Center
Thursday: 10:00 - 9:00 — Writing Center
4:00 - 5:00 — Library (ask at reference)

SCALL 372-2777

irtl)ttgf)t

Friday: 11:00 - 3:00 — Writing Center
2:00 - 3:00 Library
Students may make appointments in DM 130 or at ext. 2214; "walk-ins" are also possible.

238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06606

M™,™™.
Free Pregnancy Test
1-800-848-LOVE
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CAMPUS COMPUTER SALES
COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS*
ur

IBM, APPLE, COMPAQ, HEWLETT PACKARD, NEC, AND MORE!
tsr SUPER LOW, LOW PRICES AVAILABLE

CALL CHRIS AT254-9182 OR 1-800-853-2667
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FLORENCE
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Study and explore in Renaissance setting at x\ ^S^-5j
Lorenzo de'Medici Institute • An Institute of K^2jE5*^<*
Florence. Complete American University curriculum.
Study/travel/excursion package.

Summer term - July, 1994
- Six Credit / Non-Credit, A/C Hotel Upgrade
Semester / Year Abroad 1994-1995
- Full Credit
Ms. Viola, FLORENCE CAMPUS / School of Continuing Education,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
Phone (203)254-4220 Fax (203)254-4106
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Confessions of the Reverend
Campbell
Compiled by Laura White

hear it from the hall. I thought I'd walk in on
my parents and they'd be sitting down and
like, "Oh, this is very good." I walked in and
they're dancing! My mom told me, "it has a
Billy Joel kind of sound to it." Then my dad
goes, "What!"

A & E Editor

No, he's not the Jesuit teaching all
those TBA classes. Reverend Campbell is
one of Fairfield University's student bands.
They've been together since Freshman
Orientation for the Class of '96, when
acquaintances Jamie Siwinski (who plays
guitar and sings) and Joe Cooney (who also
plays the guitar and sings) got to school and
realized they could put aside childhood
grudges and be friends. Justin Kelly (who
plays the drums and harmonica) joined the
group and they became Dum and the'Jays.
However, original bass player Dave'Fields
took a sabbatical and Joe Dailey was recruited
to take his place. Reverend Campbell
recently came out with a demo tape, and
what foI16w§'is a look at what the Reverend
Campbell has to say about life at Fairfield
and their music.
How'd you get your name?
JK: I live in Tampa and there's a barbecue
place called Campbell's Alabama Pit Style
Barbecue, and the owner and proprietor is
named Reverend Campbell. He's a Baptist
priest. Last year, we went down to my house
for Spring Break and we all met him. But, as
Jamie once said, "We were always the
Reverend Campbell, we just never knew it."
What are some of you songwriting
influences?
JC: I think it depends 'cause everyone came
to the band listening to very different stuff.
JS: Our influences started out with the
Grateful Dead and anything you could call
classic rock. Now that's gone and I'd say
Sonic Youth, Smashing Pumpkins,
Fugazi, the Velvet Underground, Tom
Habetz...
JC: Tom Habetz is probably my biggest
influence next to...
JD: Fugazi!
JC: Bands that are really bad 'cause they let
you know that you're allowed to do it young punk bands let me know the stuff I
could get away with. Bands like Minor
Threat - that was the first stuff that I learned
to play.
What's the most exciting thing that's

Members of the band Reverend Campbell.
happened to the band?
JCBernieReilly (of Glue) lived two doors
JC: Recording was pretty exciting.
down from me, which is sort of the same
JD: We went up to Batcave Studios in
thing. I'm getting guitar lessons from
Boston and recorded with our friend's
Bernie, by the way.
brother, Nathaniel Clarke.
JK: We all dress pretty cool.
JC: Maybe the first time we played really
JS: We all have nice teeth.
well. Making songs that we all like is
exciting.
What are some of your goals as a band?
JS: I thought that being banned from campus
JC: I'd like to write really good songs - the
was kind of exciting kind that would make my mother proud.
All: That wasn't exciting - that sucked!
My father, actually - my dad has better taste
JC: We were playing at the townhouse
in music that my mom.
barbecue JD: I think that our immediate goal is that
JS: and I said f**k once - the band that
we need to practice tomorrow.
played after us said it at least thirty times,
JC: We got Joe Dailey for another year. We
but we haven' t been able to play on campus
could never be Reverend Campbell
again.
without Joe Dailey.
Were you officially banned?
JS: To tell you the truth, I don't even know.
The whole thing's been through the
grapevine. We went to talk to Henry
Humphries, the guy who supposedly
banned us. Most specifically, we're banned
from playing Earth Day, because of the
language we used.
What makes you different from other
campus bands?
JC: All our music is our own, that we
wrote. Maybe the fact that all of us have
different tastes in music, and that comes
through in our music.
JK: I'd say the rooms that we live in - I
don't think that any other bands have lived
in Campion 105.

JD: One of you guys has to learn to play
bass.
JC: Why, so we can be a trio, like Rush?
JD: A power trio, like the Police.
JC: We really need a goal.
JD: We each have our own goals. I want to
be a rock'n'roll star before I graduate.
JK: So that way, when you graduate, you
don't have to deal with your parents saying,
"No more rock'n'roll for you!" You can
say, "I'm already a rock'n'roll star -1 can
go into business now."
JC: We really need a goal.
JS: Paying off our debt.
JC: Yeah - what makes us different from
other bands - we're in the red! We're not a
very economically responsible band. Our
tape's pretty good.
JK: I showed it to my parents and I could

Anything else?
JC: We're getting copies made up of the tape
that we made and I'm going to do it up with
a cover and sell it for a few bucks. We don't
have a name for it yet...
JK: Don't say it!
JC: I don't remember it!
JK: He was going to call it Buddhist Soup.
but I don't like that.
JD: I want to call it Five Dollars.
JK: No, Six Dollars, but it's five.dollars, so
people think they're getting a discount.
JC: We need something spicy for the end what're we all about as a band.
JD: I wouldn't be here if it weren't for
baseball coach John Slosar. He gave me a
spring off freshman year and I started playing
bass.
JS: I don't think I'd be here if there was an
essay on the application.
JK: I know what I want to say! There are a
lot of good bands on campus and I don't
think that a lot of students take advantage of
that and recognize that.
JD: Buy our demo tape.
JS: If you want to hear us on Earth Day,
write a letter. We are playing the Orient
Express.
JC: Shouldn't we put in the "Hey, we're nice
guys," quote?
JS: We're nice guys, and when you see us
don't be afraid to wave at us.
JD: Don't be intimidated by the rock'n'roll
persona we all have.
These guys aren't intimidating at
all - they're the kind of guys who make you
feel comfortable at parties when you don't
know anyone and who let you borrow their
notes when you miss class. Despite their
mild manners and easygoing personalities,
the music they make does have a raw, hard
edge to it. They're a talented band, worth
seeing. Don't miss them when they play at
the Express and if you'd like to hear them on
Earth Day, please send a letter to Henry
Humphries.

The Mysteries of Pittsburgh
Melissa Masikiewicz
Staff Writer
Are you getting tired of
ninking about what you'll do after
graduation? Do you wish you could
ust take some time off and
postpone the career goals for a
while? The Mysteries of Pittsburgh,
novel by Michael Chabon,,
follows the life of Art Bechstein
:he summer after he graduates with
i degree in Economics.
The story begins at a
'estaurant with Art and his father,
i gangster who drops into town
very now and then for dinner and
i movie with his son. When the
onversation turns to the inevitable
opic of Art's career plans, he
>imply says, "I anticipate a coming
eason of dilated time and of
women all in disarray." His actual

summer job is at "Boardwalk
Books," a store which carries
Monarch notes of classics that can't
be found in the store and looks like
a supermarket, with its fluorescent
lights and huge aisles.
Art's circle of friends is
comprised of Arthur, Cleveland
and Phlox. Arthur is a gay man
who spends his summer
housesitting for rich families and
working at the library. He causes
Art to recall his high school "period
of profound sexual doubt."
Cleveland is a tattooed motorcycle
rider who wants to take shortcuts
on the road to wealth, and soon
ends up dabbling in the
underground crime world of Art's
father. Art's love interest for part
of the summer is Phlox, a woman
who works at the library with
Arthur. Art sees "something odd..

. about her looks, her clothing:
something a little too, from hei
blue eyes in their too direct stare tc
the too red stockings she wore.
Art seems to like his friends foi
their eccentricities more thar
anything else. He firmly believes
that everyone has a secret which
they will eventually reveal.
The Mysteries oi
Pittsburgh is a funny anc
entertaining quick read which was
a bestseller when it was publishec
in 1988. Michael Chabon's style
has been compared to authors such
as J.D. Salinger and F. Scoti
Fitzgerald. Reading his book is ar
excellent way to get you mind ofl
your own career plans, especially
if thinking about your future
sometimes turns your stomach.

Conference
Best-selling novelist, award-winning journalist anc
screenwriter Dan Wakefield and "humorologist" Izzy Gesell wil
headline the 10th annual conference of the National Writers Union
Westchester /Rockland Local. The all-day event will be held or
Saturday, April 30, 1994, at Mercy College in Dobbs Ferry, NY.
Wakefield's account of his spiritual awakening, published ir
The New York Times Magazine and in Returning: A Spiritual Journey
led him to guide others in writing about their lives as a spiritua
journey. Gesell defines himself as a "humorologist." He writes anc
gives workshops on using humor to manage tension and stress and tc
enhance emotional and physical health.
The conference will offer seminars, workshops and pane
discussions for writers in all genres that will focus on improving
productivity by enhancing creativity. The event is open to all writers
The fee is $75 ($65 for seniors and full-time students). Preregistratior
is required by April 15. For information call (914)962-4432 oi
(914)682-1574.
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It's that time of year
again!
Suzanne Rydz
Kevin Ahern
Contributing Writers
They've taken you
hrough the historical progress of
Bridgeport. They've given you
m evening of on the spot improv
md they've taken you to a small
\sian village in a mythical town
:alled Szechuan. Now, Theatre
Fairfield presents you with one
ast theatrical performance,
Fairfield Premieres. Theatre
Fairfield's fourth annual student
slay writing festival. On
Wednesday, April 20, members
sf the University's Fine Arts and
English departments will join
ogether to provide you with an
jvening of theater that promises
o leave you smiling.
Unlike the previous
performances that have been
produced this year by Theatre
^airfield, Premieres is placed
:ompletely in the hands of the
tudents. This control extends
From its directing and design to
:he actual scripts themselves.
Premieres 1994 will consist of
hree plays - Relax, written by
Brian Harniman '94, and directed

Cast members of the Premieres.

photo: Meri Jitsukawa

by Robert Esposito '94; The Loop, and besides, it's a great time."
Fairfield Premieres
written by Timothy Quane '96 and
directed by Stefanie LaFond; and promises to be a fabulous finale to
Still Life, written by Jason Azze the Theatre Fairfield season. Being
'94 and directed by Alexandra held in the Wien Experimental
Theatre at the Quick Center for the
McHale '94.
All students involved Arts, the production will run from
seem to be very excited. Senior April 20 through April 22.
English major Catherine Schiavoni Performances are at 8:00,
remarked, "Premieres allows the Wednesday through Saturday, with
students to showcase their talents, two matinee performances
while giving them a taste of what beginning at 3:00 on Saturday and
may await them in the future. It's Sunday. Tickets are available at
also a great way of integrating two the Quick Center Box Office and
of the University's departments that will be available in the Campus
stand to compliment one another, Center during lunch and dinner.

Music industry loses
great talent
Laura White
A&E Editor

On April 8, Kurt Cobain,
lead singer, guitarist and
songwriter of Nirvana, was found
dead. He killed himself with a
shotgun blast to his head. He was
27 at the time of his death.
His mother, Wendy
O'Connor, said that he had been
missing for six days. His body
was found Friday afternoon by
an electrician doing work on his
house. The electrician called the
police, then called a Seattle radio
station, which was how Cobain's
sister and his friends found out
about the incident. Though the
police were initially reluctant to
identify the body, a fingerprint
examination done late Friday
confirmed that the body found
was Kurt Cobain.
When told of her son's

death, Wendy O'Connor said,
"Now he's gone and joined that
stupid club," referring to the
untimely deaths of rock stars Jimi
Hendrix, Janis Joplin and Jim
Morrison. Like these other
musicians, Cobain had a history of
drug and alcohol abuse. He was
home recovering from a drug and
alcohol induced coma that he had
fallen into while on tour in Italy.
The remainder of the tour was
canceled due to Cobain's weak
health. Cobain was alone when he
died - his wife Courtney Love was
on tour with her band, Hole. Cobain
did leave a suicide note, but it's
contents have not been released to
the public at press time.
The music industry has
suffered a considerable loss in the
death of this quickly rising star.
Though his body of work is not
large ( the band's albums are
Bleach. Nevermind. Incesticide

and In Utero). the band did
release many hit singles. In 1991,
the release of Nevermind woke
up the Top 100 with the song
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" and
helped pave the way for the
success of other Seattle-based
bands, such as Soundgarden,
Pearl Jam and Alice In Chains.
The popularity of Nirvana
helped to cleanse the pop charts
of the synthetic, over-produced
music of the late '80's,
revolutionizing the play lists of
Top 40 radio stations
everywhere, leading the way for
many other "alternative" bands
to become more accessible to
the mainstream music scene.
Cobain was a brilliant
songwriter and a great musician,
whose lyrical descriptions of
angst and confusion helped
many fans feel less alone and
misunderstood. His death cost
the American music industry the
loss of a great talent, and for
Nirvana fans, the loss of a
sympathetic voice.

Pink Floyd continues their
success with The Division
Bell
John Piszko
Staff Writer
Pink Floyd, now in its
twenty-seventh year of existence
has reemerged onto the music
scene with The Division Bell, the
group's seventeenth release. The
Division Bell is the first studio
album released by Pink Floyd
since the highly successful A
Momentary Lapse of Reason in
1987.
Pink Floyd originally
was formed in 1967 with the
lineup of Syd Barrett on guitar,
Roger Waters on vocals and bass,
Nick Mason on drums and
Richard Wright on keyboards.
However, the erratic Barrett was
soon replaced in the band by
David Gilmour. In 1973 the band
established themselves with the
release of Dark Side of the Moon
which remained on the Billboard
Top 200 charts in the USA for
724 weeks. The band still retained
their cult status until the release
of the epic double album, The
Wall in 1979. This album spurned
a number one hit, "Another Break
in The Wall, Part II" and
jettisoned them into the
mainstream. In 1985, Roger
Waters, considered by many to

Theatres Around the Area
Trumbull Crown Cinemas
374-0462
Milford Showcase
878-5600
Fairfield Community
255-6555
Westport Fine Arts
227-3324
Bridgeport Showcase
339-7171
Fairfield Cinema
339-7151

PREGNANT?

Honest Explanation of All Facts
Full Discussion of All Options
"A Friend You Can Talk To!"

Cobain with his wife, Courtney Love and daughter Frances Bean.
photo: property of Spin

be the driving force behind the
band's psychedelic image left
Pink Floyd and the band became
a threesome. Pink Floyd,
however, maintained a firm
foothold on the music scene and
in 1987, released A Momentary
Lapse of Reason, which contained
the hit singles "Learning to Fly"
and "On the Turing Away."
Now, in 1994, Pink
Floyd has once again proven
themselves to the world with The
Division Bell. This CD continues,
like A Momentary Lapse of
Reason, to show the change that
the band underwent after Roger
Waters' departure. This is a very
solid album with the last four
tracks, "Coming Back to Life,"
"Keep Talking"(fhe first single),
"Lost For Words," and "High
Hopes" proving once again that
this is truly one of the greatest
groups of all time.
When first listening to
this album, one cannot expect the
Pink Floyd of fifteen years ago.
This band has developed under
David Gilmour and is now the
Pink Floyd of the 90's. This
album is not only a must for any
Pink Floyd fan but a must for
anyone in search of a great musical
experience.

The A&E Section of the Mirror
welcomes any SHORT fiction or nonfiction narratives that you would like to
submit Any poetry or other creative
writing samples are also appreciated.
Please send your submissions to Box
AA, or stop by the Mirror office in
Gonzaga

CALL THE HOPELINE 1 -800-203-HOPE
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
CONFIDENTIAL
ALL WELCOME

The Fairfield Mirror

(1-800-203-4673)

3* HOPELINE
/i^# WOMEN'S
(( CENTE1

GRE
LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
Start planning for
June tests and summer courses now!
GRE begins 4/21
LSAT begins 4/28
GMAT begins 5/5
MCAT begins 6/18
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
We score morel
TrePmKrraRcv»TWBiirl«irdwTihr^^
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800/995-5565
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Poet's Corner
Old Ben

I heard he was the toughest man to come from Cherry Street.
He fought his way through childhood. He never once was beat.
He had two fists of iron, and a chin like a slab of stone.
And women came, but love passed him by, he lived his life alone.
But he'd fought all those bigger names when he was in his prime.
Big fights came and big fights went, once upon a time.
Then he fought Danny Fenton, back in seventeen.
And somewhere in the seventh round, Dan crushed his lifelong dream.
But if he'd beaten Danny on that distant August night,
He was sure that he'd have gotten, one more title fight.
But he just kept on fighting, long time past his prime.
And round by round and blow by blow he left his youth behind.
But he'd fought all those bigger names when he was in his prime.
Some he won but some he lost, once upon a time.
I knew old Ben from Louie's gym, back in sixty-five.
And he was bent and he was broke but he had stayed alive.
He'd answer the morning bell each day at half past eight.
Then he'd hustle down to Louie's gym, he never once was late.
He'd hang out there from ten to twelve and then he'd head on home.
Women had passed him by, he ate his lunch alone.
In the afternoons he'd sit with some other old men by the beach
And they'd talk about their young men's dreams, long since out of reach.
But he'd fought all those bigger names when he was in his prime.
Back then he was a big name too, once upon a time.
Yes back then he was a big name too, once upon a time.

ffairfield Connects
..a unique opportunity for administrators,
faculty, and students to come together!

Date: /Thursday, jzipril 14
^Placc: cMc£kney Otoom
(next to ffDOD
*timG: 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
good: GUors d'ourucs, desserts,
cojjec, arid punch

Jeff Preston
Staff Writer
Many of the singers, guitarists,
bassist's and drummers from the Class of
'94 who have helped liven the anemic social
scene at Fairfield for the last four years have
reached a crossroads. The vast majority will
choose to make music a hobby and pursue
the white collar career, for they know of the
perils of the music business and the slim
chances of success.
The Class of '94 will be unleashed
into the world of uncertain futures equipped
with their B.A.'s and B.S.'s and whatever
scraps of knowledge they may have sucked
up from their college experience. Seniors
will go on to graduate school or try to land
some kind of well paying job with prospects
for advancement. Many of these students
will try to follow their own formula for
success.
If you graduate college, go to law
school and pass the BAR you can be a
lawyer. If you get through college, survive
med school and pass your exams you can
become a doctor. For musicians, there is no
formula for prosperity and no clear-cut path
to follow. In addition, there is a low success
rate, and therefore most are afraid to
completely commit themselves to music. It
is for these reasons that almost all student
musicians will never take the full hearted
plunge into the music business.
Kristina Jakobsen ('94) lead singer
of In Transition is one of twenty or so
seniors who have managed to juggle college
courses and job interviews with practices
and bar gigs all over the Tri-State area. She
has had to make choices between her
obligations to school and the band. She' 11 be
the first to admit that at times being with the
band has gotten in the way of her school
work. She often had tests fall on the mornings
after shows. "Usually I'd do whatever it
took to do both. That meant either taking my
notebook to a show or staying up late and
studying after the gig." When she graduates
she will have to once again prioritize her
musical and career interests.
Another senior Dan Noonan, lead
guitarist of another top Fairfield band,
Screaming Viking, realizes how difficult it
can be to work and play. He too admits that
occasionally his studies took a backseat to
the band. But like Kristina, he has been able
to do both with relative success. Dan also

noted the importance of his parents wit!
relation to his love of music. "In high
school they weren't too excited about m>
wanting to apply to Berkeley Music School
but they were still willing to support me nc
matter what because they knew how
important playing was to me." Through
four year at Fairfield, his love of music stil
persists.
The parental issue raises some
questions. Most parents have paid for theii
sons/daughters four years of tuition anc
because of that many students feel indebtec
to them. Many students will ask themselves
"How could I repay my parents?" The lasi
thing they would want to do is disappoini
Mom and Dad by graduating college anc
joining some long haired freak-show banc
for a two-year tour of the mid-west. It is
this sense of duty, obligation or even guili
that often discourages young college
graduates from taking the risky plunge intc
the sometimes harsh and seedy world ol
music.
But where does their obligatior
lie? With their parents or themselves1}
Many students will claim that "Your parents
are important but let's face it, the mos
important person in your life is you.'
Should the musician give up something he
loves for the sake of his parents? Man)
former musicians now settled into theii
blue or white collar lives kick themselves
because they never really went out their anc
gave full attention to their musical talents
Many will state that Mom's and Dad's
disapproval was the main factor in theii
decision to abandon music.
As Dan, Kristina and many othei
college musicians go on to their careers ir
business, medicine or whatever, they wil
be keeping their musical endeavors on the
side. Later in life they may return to music
or possibly even forget about it.
Some die-hard musicians will sa>
that Dan and Kristina are taking the eas>
way out by not taking up the challenge tc
realize their full musical potential. Bui
given the choice, almost all studeni
musicians will choose the path of leasi
resistance and keep music as a mere pastime
There are even some who wil
forget entirely about their musical passions
as they grow older. One day however, the)
may see a guitar player or drummer or
MTV, or at the Grammy's, and think witr
regret about what could have been.

STUDY
ABROAD
Germany • Ireland • Italy • Japan • Mexico
Discover the World... Discover Your Future!
Courses in:

General Information:

•
•
•
•
•

• AACSB accredited
• Excursions to cultural sites,
business and government offices
• Internships with German
"companies
• Family homestay or dormitory
facilities .Jp
• Credits earned are available for
transfer on LMU transcripts

Business
Liberal Arts
Communication and Fine Arts
Science and Engineering
Language and Cultural Studies

3 ;.,;■;:■:,?: ;.-,^..,^.

I

...Come and meet administrators, faculty,
and other students
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Campus musicians sing the
graduation blues

Benjamin Fine
Professor of Mathematics
Old Ben was a boxer and the square ring was his game.
Lost a big one back in seventeen, his life never was the same.
But he'd fought all those bigger names when he was in his prime.
Contenders fell one by one, once upon a time.

Thursday, April 14, 1994/

Application Deadlines:
Fall Semester
Spring Semester
Summer Term

April 1
November 15
April 15

For more information:
Contact Eva Vajda
Coordinator of International Programs
Loyola Marymount University
West 80th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045.
Or, call (800) 638-7426,
(310) 338-1973, FAX {310) .338-2706,

Minimum Requirements:
Semester
Summer

2.8 GPA
Open

flft.

LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
UNIVERSITY
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STAG
SCOREBOARD
Baseball:

Women's Tennis (2-7)

MAAC South Standings

Lady Stag Results:

Team

MAAC

Overall

Iona
Fairfield
Manhattan
St. Peters

4-1-0
5-3-0
1-2-0
1-5-0

8-10-0
7-13-0
1-11-0
4-14-0

3/30
4/7
4/8

Player of the Week:
Matt Guiliano, Iona

Lacrosse team suffers
through rough week

Peter Mooney
Staff Writer

The lacrosse team suffered its fifth loss of the season last Saturday in Haverford, Pennsylvania, to
Virginia Military Institute by the score of 11 -7. Fairfield (1-5) once again played a tight match with its opponents
but fell short in the end. It was an especially difficult defeat considering the Stags outshot their opponents 4136. VMI (6-3) was led by middies Matt McLean and John Ripley, who had two goals apiece, and Chris Doyle
who added two assists. Rough second and fourth periods were killers for the Stags, who were outscored by two
in both periods. Attackmen Mike Ahmuty and Sean Conroy led Fairfield, with three goals and two assists
respectively. Also, middy Dan Sanders added three points, with two goals and an assist. Fairfield goalie Sam
Peterson stopped twenty-two shots on net.
The previous Saturday, at Fairfield, the Stags lost to Marist by the same count: 11-7. Devin Laden led
the team in scoring with four goals and Sanders accumulated three assists. Then, on Wednesday, April 6, the
Stags, again at home, were downed by Lafayette 10-6. Conroy scored two goals and Laden contributed with
a couple of assists. Shaun Sullivan, Tim Welch, and Mike Paradise have all had exceptional seasons defensively.
Fairfield's next game is this Saturday in Pennsylvania against St. Joseph's. They play here again next
Wednesday versus Drexel.
STAG STATS: Fairfield's extra-man offense has been a noticeable weak point. The opponents of the
Stags own a .565 percentage in the extra-man offense, while Fairfield's is a rather dismal .277...Laden has a
remarkable 58 shots on goal thus far this season. He leads the team with 17 points...Conroy and Sanders share
the team lead for assists with eight apiece...Peterson's save percentage, undoubtedly hurt in the first game of
the season against the number three ranked team in the nation, Loyola (Md.), has risen steadily to .681.

FAIR 5, Fordham 2
Cncld. at U.Mass
at U.R.I. 5, FAIR 4

Lady Stag Schedule:
4/13
4/154/17
4/20

The Fairfield Mirror

ARMY, 3:00
at Mt. St. Mary's
Tourney, TBA
at Queens Colg., 3:30

Pitcher of the Week:
Jarrod Jackette, Fairfield
Men's Tennis (2-1)
Stag Results:
MAAC North Standings
Team

MAAC

Overall

5-1-0
4-2-0
2-4-0
1-5-0

8-6-0
5-3-0
2-9-0
4-10-0

Canisius
Le Moyne
Siena
Niagara

Player of the Week:
Paul Wilders, Siena
Pitcher of the Week:
Tim Christman, Siena

3/30
4/5
4/6
4/9

FAIR 5, at Marist 4
U.Conn 7, FAIR 1
Cncld. vs. HARTFORD
FAIR 8, Siena 1

Stag Schedule:
4/12
4/14
4/15
4/16
4/17
4/20
4/21

at Conn.College, 3:30
at Hofstra, 3:30
IONA, 3:30
ST.PETERS, 1:00
atVillanova, 1:00
U.R.I., 3:00
at Central CT, 3:00

Stag Results:
3/31
4/2
4/4
4/5
4/7
4/9
4/10

U.Conn 14, FAIR 0
FAIR 10, at St.Peters 5
FAIR 6, at St.Peters 5
at St.Peters 8, FAIR 7
at Central CT 17, FAIR 16
Cncld. at Pace
Manhattan 10, FAIR 7
FAIR 10, Manhattan 0
FAIR 12, Manhattan 2

Stag Schedule:
4/13
4/14
4/16
4/17
4/19
4/20

PROVIDENCE, 3:30
at URI, 3:30
ST.PETERS (2), 12:00
ST.PETERS, 12:00
at Marist, 3:30
at Army, 3:30

Softball: Overall: (5-13)
MAAC South: (3-3)
Lady Stag Results:
3/31
4/6
4/9
4/10

at Iona 8, FAIR 3
FAIR 4, at Iona 3
Cncld. vs. ST.JOHN'S
at Canisius 9, FAIR 0
at Canisius 10, FAIR 2
FAIR 8, at Niagara 0
FAIR 4, at Niagara 1

Lady Stag Schedule:
4/13
4/14
4/17
4/18
4/19
4/21

at Brown (2), 3:30
CENTRAL CT (2), 3:00
at Yale (2), 1:00
SIENA, 3:00
L.I.U., 3:30
at Manhattan (2), 6:00

Men's Lacrosse (1-5)

Stag Results:

Golf

4/2
4/6
4/9

Stag Results:

Marist 11, FAIR 7
Lafayette 10, FAIR 6
V.M.I. 11, FAIR 7

4/9

at Yale Invitational
Tournament:

Stag Schedule:
4/16
4/20

at StJoseph's, 2:00
DREXEL, 4:00

Overall Score: 369
Overall Finish: 17th
Ind. Leader: Tom Furey, 81

Stags' right fielder Matt Drury is a leading hitter on the baseball team with a .328 average.
photo: Gary Ramoso

Softball team
hurt by errors
(Continued from pg. 20)
St. John's was rained out so their
overall record stands at 5-13 and 3-3
in MAAC play.
Throughout the early portion
of the MAAC season, the Lady Stags
still seem somewhat plagued by the
error problem which surfaced on the
Florida trip. In being swept by
Canisius, the Lady Stags committed
six errors that led to eight unearned
runs. For the season, the Lady Stags'
pitching has given up 105 runs but
only 60 have been earned.
Carrie Ramuno leads the
Lady Stags with a .333 batting average
(11 for 33) an d Megan Boland is
second at .265 (13 for 49.) Danielle
Fagnant leads the team with seven
RBI's and 13 runs scored.
The Lady Stags played a
doubleheader at Brown University
yesterday (after press time) and play
a doubleheader at home today versus
Central Connecticut. On Sunday, the
Lady Stags will play two at Yale.

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world-Visa* and MasterCard*
credit cards...*ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA* and MasterCard® the credll cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

No turn downs!
Ho credit checks!
No security deposit!
SEND THE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

LSAT PREP
WELL GIVE YOU YOUR
MONEY BACK
If you've fallen prey to any
competitors' BOGUS SCORE
CLAIMSYou Should Know:
LSAT success is 20% inspiration— The 40 inspiring
hours that you spend with a credentialed Kaplan Trained
LSAT instructor
and 80% Perspiration--Thc unlimited hours available in
the ON CAMPUS KAPLAN LSAT STUDY LAB,
where you'll find every LSAT question ever asked

If you've made a mistake??
If you'd like your money back from any
competitor, WELL GIVE IT TO YOU!*
Refunds will be credited towards Kaplan's superior LSAT course.

Classes begin April 6

Call 1-800-735-PREP KAPLAN
EZ-CARD,

BOX 16516,

Cards approved Immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ATLANTA, OA 30321

100V. GUARANTEED?

_^_ STATE
STUDENT? Yes _No_SS* _
SIGNATURE

ZIP
—

NOTE: MasirrCani Is a registered Indrmaifc of MaslerOrd InlrmmlloraL Inc.
VHa Is a registered tradrimrit of VISA USA. Inc. mni VISA IntrrniOonal

mi*nilM.I:ILL«.MIIJ.|.'IW.|.7T.
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Equestrian
Red
team
Ruggers
elevated to loseoattle
Glub sport with Coast
status
Guard

The Fairfield University athletic
department has announced that it has
elevated the equestrian team to official
athletic club status. Participation and
competition will begin in the fall of 1994.
This brings Fairfield's total
number of club programs to nine. The
equestrian club will join fencing, men's
and women's lacrosse, crew, rugby, karate,
ski ing and women' s soccer as a club sport.
For the last two years the
equestrian team has been operating and
competing as a Fairfield University
Student
Organization
(FUSA)
organization. In order to be considered for
athletic club status a two -year FUSA
participation period is required.
The equestrian club will
continue to compete in the 19-team Region
I collegiate league that includes programs
primarily from the Northeast. Some of the
other members include: the University of
Connecticut, Brown, Trinity, and the
University of Rhode Island and Yale.
Thisnewclubwill now fall under
the guidance and funding of the athletic
department and will continue to practice
out of the New Canaan Mounted Troop in
New Canaan.

Sports Editor Dan Martin contributed to
this article from the Sports Information
Department

Matt Capuzzi
Contributing Writer

This past Saturday, the Fairfield
Red Ruggers took on our friendly sea
protecting Coast Guard, only they weren't
as friendly as expected.
The first half saw both teams battle
evenly with Pat O'McDonell and Seth
"Lattimer" Daley making the big hits while
Joe "Slam Bam Thank You" Tarn controlling
the offense. Fairfield threatened to score
many times, but to no avail and trailed Coast
Guard 5-0 at halftime.
Fairfield came out like a bunch of
crazed dogs in the second half with their
most valiant scoring effort by Richard Lena
halted by a blind sided for pedo. Again
Fairfield matched up well with the nation's
number two team.
However, Fairfield was stopped at
the end of the game deep in CGA territory.
The Coast Guard went on to win
by the score of 8-0, but the Red Ruggers
gained the respect of many with their strong
showing.
Special recognition also goes out
to "Bad" Brad Wilcox, Bob "Fatty McGee"
Stanley, "Carrot Top" Hogan, and Chris
and Andrew Knauf, the wild Samoan twins.

March with us in

UNITY
Sunday, April 17,1994
Help increase MULTICULTURAL AWARENESS on campus by joining this
student organized March. We will begin with speakers behind Loyola Hall,
then March around campus, and to.conclude, refreshments will be available
in the Barone Campus Center as we listen to additional speakers. Show
your support by publizing the March and by walking with us as a unified
community.

Gather behind Loyola Hall at 1:00 pm

Senior captain Mike McCann leads the men's tennis team against Connecticut College, and
VIA AC champs, St. Peter's in the upcoming week.
photo: Sports Information

Stags
improve
(Continued from pg. 20)
time), and play Rhode Island this
afternoon in Kingston, R.I. before hosting
St. Peters for another 3-game set this
weekend. Rob Elinskas was scheduled
to start yesterday against the Friars, while
Garret Petraria will take the hill today at
URI.
Juniorright-fielderMattDrury,
the team's second leading hitter (.328),
feels that it is important for the Stags to
continue aiming to win at least two games
in every three game series they play in.
"That is one of our goals now," said
Drury. "It is important for us to do that,
especially come playoff time. We are
playing O.K., but there is still a lot of
room for improvement."
Coach Slosar agrees with his
right fielder. "Winning two out of three
is all right, but we are not satisfied.
There are going to be circumstances
when we should be in a position to
sweep a series, and following through
[with the sweep] is an important goal for
us to meet."
From the Bullpen: Fairfield has had
eight games postponed due to either bad
weather or poor field conditions this
season Freshman Jarrod Jackette was
named MAAC South Pitcher of the Week
last week John Johnson leads the team
in hitting at .371
Fairfield has left
140 runners on base through 20
games
The Stags are averaging 106
fans per game this season at Alumni
Diamond The MAAC Championship
is scheduled for May 13-15 at Albany,
New York Former Stag reliever Scott
Larkin was seen in attendance last
weekend.

Men's tennis
marches past
Saints
Kevin King
Staff Writer
The men's tennis team began its
tough week of tennis last Saturday with a
win at home against Siena. The team won in
impressive style, 8-1, with few close matches.
The victory lifts the Stags to a 2 -1 record
and prepares them for the tough week ahead.
Head coach, Dr. Grassi, was pleased with
his team's play saying, "The whole team
played very well. None of the matches were
close." The team was especially pleased
with the play of its number two doubles
group, Mark Brennan and Kevin Jones,
which won on Saturday to remain undefeated
for the season.
This week the Stags play five times
in six days. They played at Connecticut
College on Tuesday (ater print time) and at
Hofstra today. They then play at home on
Friday against Iona and.Saturday against
last fall's MAAC champions, St. Peter's.
The team finishes out the tough week against
Villanova in Philadelphia. Although it is a
busy week, Dr. Grassi believes that it will be
"a good test against some top notch schools."
He believes it will help the team throughout
the remainder of the season.
The win against Siena was the
beginning of what the Stags hope is a
prosperous and winning week.

Anyone interested
in sports
photography,
please contact Dan
Martin, Box AA

SDorts
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Softball has its ups and do
downs
to open MAAC season
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
The Lady Stags softball
team split their first six MAAC
games over the past week and a
half, despite being the victims of a
perfect game and no-hitter in two
losses (9-0, 10-2) at Canisius last
Saturday. On Sunday, the Lady
Stags came back strong to sweep a
doubleheader at Niagara(8-0, 41).
On Saturday at the
Demske Sports Complex,
Canisius' Corrigan and Kelterborn
dominated the doubleheader,
pitching a perfect game and nohitter respectively. Both games
were shortened to five innings as
the Lady Stgs were subject to the
rule that the game is stopped if a
team is up by eight or more runs
after five innings.
In the first game, Canisius
got six of their nine runs in the
fourth inning, including a threerun homer by Pavlick. Sue
Habinowski got the loss for the
Stags, although only three of the
nine runs were earned.
Canisius took the second
game of the doubleheader by a
score of 10-2. Despite the nohitter by Canisius' Kelterborn, the
Lady Stags used two walks and
two Canisius errors to score two
fourth inning runs.
The Lady Stags' offense
came back to life at Niagara on
Sunday in a 8-0, five-inning win

Pitcher Susan Habinowski led the Lady Stags to an 8-0 victory over
Niagara.
photo: Sports Information
on the first game of the Lady Stags won 4-1 thanks to a
doubleheader. The Lady Stags used two-run double by Gloria Piro in
RBI singles by Jen Koritko, the fifth inning. Carrie Ramuno
Danielle Fagnant, and Charlene had another good game with two
Carabello to score six runs in the hits and a run scored.
Freshman pitcher April
fourth inning putting the game out
of reach. Carrie Ramuno added Andruczyk (3-6) gave up five hits
two hits and two RBI's while Jen and struck out five.
Back on March 31st, the
O' Hare scored two runs and had an
Lady
Stags
split a doubleheader at
RBI single.
Iona
by
losing
the first game 8-3
In the shutout, Sue
Habinowski (2-7) had five and winning the second game 4-3.
strikeouts to go along with only The Lady Stags' scheduled
doubleheader on April 6th versus
one walk.
(Continued on pg. 18)
In the second game, the

Baseball team moves into second in MAAC South
Just like the famous song
by Meatloaf says, "Two out of
three ain't bad."
That is the tune that the
Fairfield baseball team has been
singing as of late. The Stags won
two of three games in each of their
weekend match-ups against
St.Peters and Manhattan over the
past fourteen days, to move into
second place behind Iona in the
MAAC South with a 5-3 record.
Fairfield's overall record now
stands at 7-13, due to non-MAAC
losses to U. Conn (14-0), and
Central Connecticut (17-16) during
the same two week stretch.
A recurring theme during
the past eight games has been the
run scoring by both Fairfield and
its opponents, with combined run
totals averaging over 11 runs per
game for the period. Case in point,
last weekend when the Manhattan
Jaspers came to town on Saturday
to play their first MAAC contests.
Manhattan took the first
game of the three-game set, 10-7.

Out In
Left
Field
Take me out to
the ball game?
Dan Martin
Sports Editor

Stags' bats come to life
Brian Keegan
Sports Editor Emeritus

The Fairfield Mirror

Fairfield hurler Lou Vigliotti got
the loss, giving up 10 runs on 10
hits in 5 and 2/3 innings of work.
Second baseman John Johnson
continued to hit the ball well, going
2 for 3 with a double; along with
Todd Wise, who had two hits as
well in the losing effort.
The Stags fared better in
the second game of Saturday' s twin
bill, blanking the Jaspers 10-0,
behind a 3-hit, 10 strikeout
performance by freshman Jarrod
Jackette. Jackette moved to 2-1 oh
the year with the win. Fairfield
batted around in a 5-run first inning,
paced by doubles by Johnson and
Justin Kern. The Stags never really
looked back, as Jackette turned in
his best performance of the season.
Head, coach John Slosar
has been pleased with the play of
Jackette, especially after his shutout
on Saturday. "It is what he is
capable of," said Slosar. "With
Jarrod, it is just a matter of doing it
every time out and being
consistent."
Fairfield continued to hit
well in a steady drizzle at Alumni
Diamond on Sunday, beating

Inside Sports...

Manhattan 12-2. Sophomore Mike
Korneski picked up his first win of
the season, in an eight-inning, 7hit performance. Fairfield had
twelve hits in the contest on a
miserable April day in Southern
Connecticut.
Over Easter break,
Fairfield won two of three games
at St. Peter's by the scores of 10-5
and 6-5, before losing the final
contest 8-7. Vigliotti and Jim
Manias notched the two wins, while
Manias picked up the loss in relief
of Korneski two Mondays ago.
Over halfway through the
season, Slosar is cautiously
satisfied with his team's play. "We
had no expectations about where
we would be at this point," said
Slosar. "We could have a better
record. We've played give-away a
little bit. We are outhitting
opponents in many categories, but
unearned runs are the difference
right now in being 7-13 and 13-7."
Fairfield has some tough
games coming up. The Stags played
Big East powerhouse Providence
yesterday afternoon (after press

(Continued on pg. 19)

It's spring. The birds have flown back north, the grass is
growing and spring training is finally over. It's that time of year
when players living in a dream world named Jordan wake up to
reality and get sent to Birmingham to play at Double A for $850 a
month. The regular baseball season has fallen upon us and I was able
to celebrate its coming with my father by attending Opening Day at
Yankee Stadium last week.
This was the first season premiere for me, a lifelong
Yankee fan, and I was looking forward to spending some "quality
time" with good old Dad and witnessing the first victory on the
Yankees' march to their first World Series Championship since
1978. Amidst peanuts and Cracker Jacks and 56,705 of my closest
friends, I would sit there, savoring our national pastime, while
talking to my father about how swell college life is. A perfect subject
for a Norman Rockwell painting. Perhaps this was a little bit of
naive idealism on my part, but a kid can dream.
Not surprisingly, the afternoon turned out quite differently
than I had envisioned. First, no single place in New York City was
really meant to have more than 56,000 people driving to it at the
same time. I probably should have gotten out of the car at the George
Washington Bridge and walked the rest of the way to the Bronx.
Nevertheless, we got to the stadium on time and found our seats,
which were good. Main level, between first base and right field. The
kind of seat you would expect only fairly respectable people would
be sitting in.
Apparently, that is not necessarily the case. The vast
majority of people surrounding us seemed to be on an outing from
Alcoholics Anonymous who suffered a mass relapse about 10
minutes before the game started. The beverages they consumed
were not exactly the finest pilsner (so I've heard), nor a bargain, but
you couldn't tell that to these exemplary citizens.
The Stadium was filled with friendly, God-loving baseball
fans. The constant, uproarious booing dished out to the players of
the visiting Texas Rangers by the Yankee backers during the
introductions was the least of the inhospitality shown by the throng.
What was really impressive was the jeering that the people gave to
the Rangers' physical therapist. This, I contend, is irrefutable proof
that New Yorkers are the most knowledgeable sports fans in the
world. The guy just didn't do a good job on Jose Canseco's ripped
up elbow last year and the people weren't about to let him forget it.
They let him know that if you want the spotlight, you'd better
perform. You have to them credit for taking a stand like that. I don't
think that anyone else would have those kind of guts.
It also seems that the team is trying to destroy the tradition
of The House That Ruth Built. Following sport's never ending quest
for the almighty dollar, Yankee Stadium, like many other places, has
installed a horrible rotating sign directly behind home plate. Now,
no matter where you look, you are subject to some kind of advertising.
These gaudy, obtrusive panels are another sign that the game is
becoming little more than a three- hour commercial, with a bunch of
millionaires running around in the middle of it.
In case you were wondering, the Yanks won 5-3.
Unfortunately, although it was a good game, the day served as an
example that ball parks have turned into one of the worst places to
actually see a game, but they do provide one of the most interesting
experiences that one can get for 15 dollars.

□

□

□

As you might have suspected, the days of Doc Keegan's sad
stories of Bostonian teams' failures are over. There will be no more
tiresome tales of BC, the Celtics, Red Sox or Patriots. It' s time
someone stood up for New York, and by God, I'm going to do it.

This Week:

Next Week:

Lacrosse struggles;
Equestrian saddles up
to Club status

I.M. Softball playoffs
begin; Hoop recruits
signed

